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ABSTRACT 
 
BACKGROUND 
When a customer delivers a colour proof to a printer, they expect the final print to look similar to 
that proof. Today it is impossible to control if a match between proof and print is technically 
possible to reach at all. This is mainly due to the fact that no information regarding the 
production circumstances of the proof is provided, for instance the printer does not know which 
proofer, RIP or ICC-profile that was used. 
Situations where similarity between proof and print cannot be reached and the press has to be 
stopped are both costly and time consuming and are therefore wished to be avoided.    
  

PURPOSE 
The purpose of this thesis was to investigate the possibility to form a method with the ability 
control if a proof is of such good quality that it is likely to produce a print that is similar to it.  
 

METHOD 
The basic assumption was that the quality of a proof could be decided by spectrally measuring 
known colour patches and compare those values to reference values representing the same 
patches printed at optimal press conditions. 
To decide which and how many patches that are required, literature and reports were studied, 
then a test printing and a comparison between proofing systems were performed. To be able to 
analyse the measurement data in an effective way a tool that analyses the difference between 
reference and measurement data was developed using MATLAB.  
  

RESULT 
The result was a suggestion for a colour proof quality verification method that consists two parts 
that are supposed to complement each other. The first one was called Colour proofing system 
evaluation and is supposed to evaluate entire proofing systems. It consists of a test page containing 
colour patches, grey balance fields, gradations and photographs. The second part is called Colour 
proof control and consists of a smaller set of colour patches that is supposed to be attached to each 
proof.   
 

CONCLUSIONS 
The method is not complete since more research regarding the difference between measurement 
results and visual impression is needed. To be able to obtain realistic tolerance levels for 
differences between measurement- and reference data, the method must be tested in every-day 
production. If this is done the method is thought to provide a good way of controlling the quality 
of colour proofs. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. PROBLEM 
When a customer delivers a colour proof to a printer that proof is seen as a contract for the final 
visual appearance of the print. The printer requires no information regarding the circumstances 
of the proof production process; no knowledge about which proofer, RIP or profile that was 
used is available. This means that it is impossible to judge if the proof provides such a good 
simulation of the intended press that it is possible to produce a print that is similar to it.  

The technical background to this problem is that the proofer and the press have different 
ability to reproduce colours. They have differently shaped and sized gamuts and the task of the 
proofer is to use ICC-profiles to adjust its gamut to resemble the gamut of the press. This is done 
in various ways and with different quality depending on the proofer. 

A situation where similarity between proof and print cannot be obtained is costly and time 
consuming. It is also possible that the customer will be unsatisfied with the result and this may 
cause complaints.  

1.2. AIM 
The aim with this thesis is to investigate the possibilities of finding a method with the ability to 
verify if a proof provides such a good print simulation that it is possible to produce a print that is 
visually similar to it.  

It is desirable that the resulting method should have the possibility to decide if this is 
possible prior to the plate production and printing is started. This would not only save the printer 
time and money, but would also result in more satisfied customers. 

1.3. METHOD 
The starting point for forming a method is the assumption that it is possible to decide the quality 
of a proof by spectrally measuring a number of colour patches placed in the page. The 
measurement data should then be compared to some ideal reference data and their difference 
should be analysed. This analysis should serve as a foundation of forming an opinion regarding 
the likelihood of producing a print that is similar to the proof. 

This involves selecting which colours to test, finding suitable reference data and good 
analysis methods.  

1.4. LIMITATIONS 
The reader of this report is assumed to have basic knowledge regarding printing technology and 
colour management. 

The study has been limited to proofs produced at Sörmlands Grafiska Quebecor AB, 
except for one proof produced by an outside consultant. The ability to test proofs produced by 
customers would have revealed more about the quality of the final method, since that would have 
subjected it to real problems. The proofs that were tested were already of reasonably good 
quality. 
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The measurements are also limited by the fact that they are obtained from single sheets 
only. If more time had been available averages could have been formed by collecting data during 
longer periods of time. 

1.5. THE STRUCTURE OF THE REPORT 
The report is divided into five main parts. The first one, Theory (chapter 2), presents the 
theoretical background that is needed to understand the discussion regarding colour management 
and printing.  

The second part is called Production at Sörmlands Grafiska Quebecor AB (chapter 3) and 
presents the production process at the company, in particular the way colour management and 
proofing is handled.  
Then follows chapter 4, Colour proof quality with a definition of good quality in a colour proof 
context and suggestions how to select, measure and analyse the colour patches attached to the 
proofs. 

The fourth part is called Testing (chapter 5) and presents the tests performed in order to 
justify the design of the test charts and the formulation of the method suggestion.  
Finally the method is summarised and presented in the fifth part, Result (chapter 6). In this 
chapter recommendations to Sörmlands Grafiska Quebecor AB is also presented. 
 
Some words and expressions that is used frequently and may need some explaining is presented 
below. 
 

 The words Proof and Colour proof both refer to the same thing; a colour simulation of the 
printed appearance of a page. 

 Sörmlands Grafiska Quebecor AB is referred to as SGQAB. 
 A patch or a colour patch is a rectangular area having a certain colour. 
 A bar is composed of a line of patches and is often used to measure colour or density. 
 A chart or a colour chart is several colour patches that is arranged in a matrix structure and 

is often used to measure colour. 

1.6. TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT 
To produce the pages of the test printing and the proofing test forms Macromedia Quark 
Express, Adobe Illustrator and Adobe PhotoShop were used. The test printing was performed 
using the sheet fed offset press KBA Rapida 105 and the proofs were produced at the proofers 
Fuji PictroProof, Epson 10600 and Canon W2200.  

The analysis tool was programmed using MATLAB and the spectral measurements was 
performed using a Gretag McBeth SpectroScan and the software Measure Tool. The software 
Profile viewer and Colour Tune Pro were also used. 
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2. THEORY 

2.1. COLOUR VISION AND PERCEPTION 

2.1.1. COLOUR 
Colour consists of electromagnetic radiation with wavelengths ranging from 380 nm to 780 nm. 
A specific colour can be described by its spectral distribution. A spectral distribution reveals how 
a coloured object reflects visible light. Large reflection values means that a large amount of the 
light is reflected and hence that the specific wavelength will have a big influence on the total 
colour the object will appear to have. Small values on the other hand means that most of the light 
is absorbed and that the colour of the wavelength will not contribute much to the final colour of 
the object. This means that each colour will have a unique spectral distribution that serves as its 
“fingerprint”.  

Each wavelength corresponds to a different colour and white light is achieved when the 
same amount of all wavelengths in the spectrum are mixed. 
 

 
Figure 1: The spectral distribution of a bluish colour.  

2.1.2. THE EYE 
When electromagnetic waves within the visible range hit the cornea of the eye, it is transmitted 
via the lens to the retina where the photoreceptors are located. There are two types of 
photoreceptors, rods that react to light variations and cones that react to colour.  

The cones occur in three different types L, M and S cones. The names refer to long 
wavelength, middle wavelength and short wavelength. Accordingly, L-cones are sensitive to 
radiation with longer wavelengths, hence radiation with bluish colour. M-cones react to radiation 
in the green area and S-cones to radiation in the red area.  

When photoreceptors are hit by electromagnetic waves in the range where it is sensitive, it 
passes the signal on to the brain via the optic nerve. The brain then interprets the signals and 
combines them to form different colours. This means that the brain perceives colour by 
combining three coordinates, one representing red, one green and one blue. 
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Figure 2: The eye. 

 
The light capturing mechanism of the cones can be described mathematically by combining the 
sensitivity function of each cone with the spectral distribution function describing the incoming 
light and then integrate over the entire visible spectrum. The resulting values are called tristimulus 
values.  
 

( ) ( )∫ ∂⋅=
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( ) ( )∫ ∂⋅=
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( )λs , ( )λm  and ( )λl  are the sensitivity functions of the cones and ( )λI  is the spectral 

distribution function of the incoming light. 
 
 

 
Figure 3: The spectral sensitivity curves of the cones [31] 

 
As becomes very clear in the figure above the curves of the cone response overlap. In addition to 
this the different cones are not evenly spread across the retina, they are present in a ratio of 
40:20:1 for the red, green and blue ones. The cones are also having different sensitivities. The 
green ones are most sensitive and the blue ones the least. As a result of this we are more able to 
discriminate between colours in the red-yellow-green-cyan areas of the spectrum than in the blue 
area.  

Since there are more rods than cones, we also have a better ability to notice changes in 
lightness than in colour. But despite this, a change in colour is most often perceived as more 
objectionable than an equally large change in lightness. 
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2.1.3. COLOUR AND IMAGE PERCEPTION 

THE IMAGE PROCESSING SYSTEM OF THE BRAIN 
Since the brain receives signals from all three types of cones, the resulting colour has to be 
calculated by combining the red, green and blue values in a proper way. This method equals the 
way a scanner or a digital camera works and reproduces colour. It is therefore easy to explain the 
way the human vision works by describing it as the colour capture system of a scanner. This is a 
good start but one has to take into account that the visual information will be worked at by the 
advanced image processing system of the human brain. It will continuously search for patterns 
and objects and try to match them with images recalled from memory, therefore much of the 
available information of the visual field will be discarded. Only what is regarded as important will 
be considered. 

Due to this it can be difficult to relate measurements made using spectrophotometry or 
densitometry to visual impression. 
 
The image processing system of the brain has been created throughout the evolution and has 
developed to help the human race survive. The ability to recognise objects is crucial to both 
survival and reproduction, and it is not enough to have the ability to figure out and remember 
shapes, the colour of the objects also needs to be recognised in a variety of lighting conditions.  
To be able to do this the brain will always maximise the differences in colour and intensity within 
an image. This phenomenon is referred to as Chromatic adaptation and means that the colour 
perception will be adjusted to the surroundings of the observed object. If the surroundings are 
changed the colour of the object will probably also change. It also has the effect that near-white 
colours will be perceived as white and colour casts will not be noticed unless in comparison with 
other neutral colours.  

The fact that colour appearance and lighting are closely related makes the visual appearance 
of printed colours and images strongly dependent of viewing conditions such as lighting and 
surrounding colours. 
 

  
Figure 4: The middle square has the same colour in all three pictures but it appears to be different because 
of the chromatic adaptation. 

METAMERISM 
Each unique spectral combination of light represents one unique colour, but the brain cannot 
distinguish between all possible combinations, therefore two colours can appear to be identical 
even though they differ in spectral distribution. 

If the light source, illuminating two colours that look identical but have these 
characteristics is changed, the colours can suddenly look different. This phenomenon is called 
metamerism and is often the cause of problems regarding colour matching.  

When the light source is changed, the spectral distribution of the incoming light will be 
different. This means that the properties of the reflected light also will change. Depending on the 
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combination of incoming spectral distribution and surface properties, the colours of the objects 
may differ in resemblance. 

All printed photographs are metameric since they are composed of cyan, magenta, yellow 
and black halftone dots and the original is composed of several more colours. Due to this it is 
important to have standardised viewing conditions when comparing colours, for instance when 
judging the similarity between a colour proof and a print.  

COLORIMETRIC DESCRIPTION 
When describing colour in terms of combinations of red, green and blue it is difficult to predict 
how a certain change will affect the colour appearance. It is for instance hard to tell, in terms of 
changes in red, green and blue, how to make a colour a bit more orange and slightly lighter.  
It is then more suitable to describe colour with the more intuitive colorimetric variables, hue, 
saturation and value.  
Hue represents the colour and will be the variable that names it, such as yellow, red or green. 

Saturation reveals the pureness of a colour. If a colour is completely free of both black and 
white it is considered to be pure. If the amount of black and/or white is increased the saturation 
of the colour is decreased. 

Value describes the intensity of the image and reaches from completely white to completely 
black. The value of a colour can either be described by its brightness, which describes the total 
amount of light that is reflected from an object, or by its lightness that describes the relative 
lightness related to an equally lit object that is perceived as white. 

 

 
Figure 5: Different hues. 

 
Figure 6: Saturation change. 

 
Figure 7: Value change. 

   

2.1.4. REPRODUCING COLOURS  
Since continuous tones cannot be reproduced in print, images have to be halftoned before they 
can be printed. Halftoning means transforming the continuous tones into tiny dots. This has to 
be done since the press only has the ability to either transfer or not transfer ink to the substrate. 
Small ink dots of the four primary colours printed next to, or on-top-of each other form an 
illusion of an extensible number of different colours. This means that each image has to be 
transformed into four different separations, one for each type of ink.   

The halftoning is done by a RIP (Raster Image Processor). The RIP can be implemented 
either as software or hardware and there are several techniques to form the dots. A dot in 
traditional halftoning looks like the way we intuitively figure a dot to look like, whereas a dot in 
stochastic halftoning is composed of many small dots. Each dot is assigned an area and the more 
space it fills the darker the resulting colour will be. 
 

 
Figure 8: Traditional halftone dot and corresponding stochastic dot for two different dot sizes. 
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Due to the way the eye and the brain function a halftone image will look continuous to the 
human eye when it is viewed on a long enough distance. The required length of the viewing 
distance is depending on the resolution of the halftone dots.  

As mentioned previously three primary colours have to be used to produce colour 
halftones. In printing black ink is also used. The colour mixing techniques makes three primary 
colours combine in different ways to produce a large number of other colours. There are two 
types of colour mixing, additive and subtractive. 

ADDITIVE COLOUR MIXING 
In additive colour reproduction the primary colours are red, green and blue. When two of them 
overlap they form the secondary colours, cyan, magenta and yellow. When all three are combined 
the resulting colour is white.  

Additive colour mixing is used in colour television and computer monitors that have the 
ability to emit light. 

SUBTRACTIVE COLOUR MIXING   
In subtractive colour mixing the primary colours are cyan, magenta and yellow. The more colours 
that are printed on top of each other, the more light is absorbed and if all three primaries are 
combined the resulting colour will be black. The secondary colours are red, green and blue and 
are formed by printing two of the primary colours on top of each other. 

Subtractive colour mixing is used in printing but with the addition of black ink. This 
reduces the costs since there will be less ink usage if black ink is used to replace a mixture of all 
the other three. Black ink is also cheaper than coloured ink, and using black ink also makes it 
easier to withhold a high quality since problems with misregistration is reduced when less colours 
needs to be printed on top of each other.  
 

  
Figure 9: Subtractive colour mixing Figure 10: Additive colour mixing 

2.1.5. REPRODUCING COLOUR IMAGES 
A photographic image is supposed to reproduce a real scene as accurate as possible. It is not 
feasible to reproduce all visible colours, not even in photography. Still the aim must be to keep 
the image as similar to the original scene as possible. There are several factors that have 
importance when it comes to image quality and they should all be taken into account when 
reproducing an image, on screen as well as in print. 

TONAL GRADATION 
A photographic image has a large number of tones, or grey levels between its darkest and lightest 
tone. In the process of reproducing an image the tonal values of the original needs to be 
transferred to the reproduction as accurate as possible. No printing method can reproduce all 
tones in a photograph, but the aim should be to transfer the tones in the best achievable way. 
The tonal gradation describes how the tones of the original are mapped to the reproduction.  
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To achieve high image quality the size of the tonal gradation should be as large as possible, which 
means that the difference in density (read more about density in chapter 2.3) between the end 
points, the darkest and lightest tones, should be as large as possible. A large tonal gradation 
implies that the image will have high contrast. The tones in between the end points should be 
adjusted to suit the reproduction method and the characteristics of the visual sense. 

This is accomplished by assigning the lightest tones the smallest dot size (read more about 
dot size and printing in chapter 2.4). Paper white is used to create catchlights, which are areas in 
the image that emit light, such as light bouncing off metallic surfaces or light bulbs. The darkest 
tones should be assigned the largest printable dot size. To adjust the tones between the end 
points a tonal gradation curve, which is adjusted to the way the human visual system detects 
difference in tone should be used. The most commonly used tonal gradation curve is the gamma 
curve. 
 

 
Figure 11: Gamma curve for camera and monitor. [23] 

GREY BALANCE 
The neutral colours of the original must be reproduced as neutral to obtain a similar 
reproduction. If the neutrals are reproduced correctly it is likely that the other colours also will be 
correct. The main problem when reproducing neutrals is to keep a good grey balance. That 
means to find the right combination of cyan, magenta and yellow ink to achieve a colour that 
appears to be neutral. The amounts of each colour that should be used are different depending 
on a combination of the paper quality, ink and printing method that is used. One combination 
adjusted for coated paper [4] is shown in the figure below.  
 

 
Figure 12: Grey balance fields. 

RESOLUTION 
The resolution of an image is a measure that defines the area of the original that should be 
equivalent to one pixel in the reproduction. The smaller the area the higher the resolution and the 
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more pixels are needed to reproduce the image. Image resolution is often measured in pixels per 
inch (ppi). If the resolution is not high enough, the sharpness and definition of the original will 
be lost in the reproduction. 

Other resolutions that play an important part in producing high quality reproductions are 
the resolution of the halftone screen given in lines per inch (lpi) and the resolution of the output 
device, given in dots per inch (dpi).   

COLOUR DEPTH 
The colour depth of an image decides how many different colours the system can produce and is 
dependent on how many bits available to store each pixel. The more bits, the more colours can 
be reproduced. For each pixel there are one value for red, one for green and one for blue. This 
means that if the colour depth is 8 bits each pixel will have a size of 24 bits (assuming that the 
images is stored in RGB-mode) and the number of reproducible colours will be 224 , which is 16,8 
million.  

The colour depth that should be used is depending on how many colours the file format of 
the image supports. Other factors that influence the choice of colour depth is storage space and 
the type of production the image is intended for. An original image should preferably be saved 
with higher colour depth than 8 bits, even though that is most common when saving a processed 
image. If the original is saved with high colour depth and high resolution it can easily be adjusted 
to different outputs. 

If the colour depth is not large enough the phenomenon shown in the figure below, known 
as banding effect can become visible.    
 

 
Figure 13: Banding effect 

NON-REPRODUCIBLE COLOURS 
Since subtractive colour mixing only can reproduce a limited amount of colours, some of the 
original pixels will not be possible to reproduce accurately. This has to be handled in some way 
that affect the appearance of the image as little as possible. Several methods have been developed 
to solve the problem. Some of them compress all colours uniformly whereas others map only the 
ones that cannot be reproduced to the most similar reproducible colour. 

A lot of research is being done in this area at the moment and new, better ways of handling 
non-reproducible colours is currently being developed.  

2.2. COLOUR SPACES AND COLOUR SYSTEMS 
To be able to describe and communicate colour, several colour systems have been developed. A 
colour system has a colour space that describes all reproducible colours within that particular 
system. The reproducible colours of a colour system are often referred to as the gamut of the 
colour space.  

Colour spaces can be divided into device dependent and device independent. A colour 
described in a device dependent colour space may look different if it is viewed on or interpreted 
by different devices. For instance, a printer and a monitor will not produce exactly the same 
colour as output even though they are accessing the same material. Examples of device 
dependent colour spaces are RGB and CMYK  
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If a colour on the other hand is described in a device independent colour space it will have 
the same visual appearance independent of the device interpreting it. A device independent 
colour system is CIE L*a*b*. 

The colour systems all have colour spaces with gamuts of different size, but none of them 
are capable of reproducing all perceivable colours. Some colour spaces are designed to fit a 
particular area or media whereas some are trying to be as general as possible. CMYK and RGB 
are described by combinations of three numbers, NCS is based on a large colour atlas and CIE 
L*a*b* is a colour space that is defined using results from colour matching experiments.  

There are of course several other colours systems that are designed in other ways or to suit 
other areas than the ones discussed in this chapter. 

2.2.1. CMY 
CMY is a subtractive colour system that is used in print. The CMY colour space is formed by 
combinations of the three colours Cyan, Magenta and Yellow.  

The CMY-colour space is visualized by a cube that is formed when C is represented by the 
coordinates(1, 0, 0), M by (0, 1, 0), Y by (0, 0, 1) K (black) by (1, 1, 1), and W (white) (0, 0, 0), 
The neutral axis will become the line crossing the cube, formed between the black and the white 
coordinate.  
 

  
Figure 14: CMY Colour space 

2.2.2. RGB 
RGB is an additive colour system and by combining the colours Red Green and Blue all 
reproducible colours are formed. The RGB-colour space is visualized by a cube with R on the 
coordinate (1, 0, 0), G on (0, 1, 0), B on (0, 0, 1), W on (1, 1, 1) and B on (0, 0, 0). The neutral 
axis will become the line crossing the cube, formed between the the black and the white 
coordinate.   
 

 
Figure 15: RGB Colour space 
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2.2.3. CIE COLOUR SPACES 
CIE stands for Commission Internationale de I’Eclairage (the International Commission on 
Illumination) and is an international organisation that works with developing standards for 
colorimetry. 

CIE has developed the CIE XYZ colour space which is based on colour matching 
experiments performed by letting several test persons looking at a white screen, partly lit by a 
reference lamp and partly lit by a source composed by monochromatic red, green and blue light. 
The task of the test person was to adjust the amounts of red, green and blue light until they 
regarded the colour matched the reference colour. The procedure was repeated with the same 
intensities and test persons but with different reference lights. The experiment resulted in the 
CIE Colour matching functions, describing how a standard observer perceives colour. 

CIE XYZ  
The colour matching functions are used to calculate the CIE XYZ values, which are also referred 
to as the tristimulus values. The values are normalised for the current lighting, and the result is 
that a completely white surface always will have Y = 100. 
 

( ) ( ) ( ) λλλλ
λ

∂⋅⋅= ∫ xIRkX  
 

( ) ( ) ( ) λλλλ
λ

∂⋅⋅= ∫ yIRkY  
 

( ) ( ) ( ) λλλλ
λ

∂⋅⋅= ∫ zIRkZ  
 

( ) ( )∫ ∂⋅
=

λ
λλλ yI

k 100  

 
( )λx , ( )λy  and ( )λz  are the colour matching functions of the standard observer and ( )λI  is the 

spectral distribution function of the incoming light. ( )λR  is the spectral distribution function 
describing the reflectance characteristics of the viewed object.   

CIE L*a*b* 
The CIE XYZ is a non-uniform system. This means that the Euclidian distance between two 
colours is not uniformly related to their visual difference. One Euclidian difference in the green 
area may not represent the same visual difference as an Euclidian difference of the same size in 
the yellow area.    

The CIE L*a*b* was developed to be uniform, which means that the same Euclidian 
difference in the gamut will represent equal visual difference in colour, independent of location. 
It is designed to suite human colour perception and is represented by three coordinates. The L* 
axis represents the lightness, the a*-axis has red colours on its positive half and green colours on 
its negative half. The b*-axis has yellow colours on its positive half and blue on its negative.  
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Figure 16: L*a*b* Colour space 

 
The CIE-L*a*b* space is not entirely uniform though. Experiments have shown that a standard 
observer is most sensitive to differences in hue and then in chroma. The variable least sensitive is 
lightness. This is illustrated by the figure below. The plot is of the a*b* plane and the ellipsoids 
represent the areas in which a standard observer considers the colour to be constant. If the 
human visual system were equally sensitive to all three parameter the areas would have been 
circles of equal size. 
  

 
Figure 17: Ellipsoids in the a*b*-plane [20] 

 
The transformation between CIE XYZ and CIE L*a*b* is given by the following equations. 
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NX , NY , and NZ  are the tristimulus values of an appropriately chosen reference white. 

 
Other important colorimetric properties such as saturation and chroma can also be calculated.  
 
Hue (h) is defined as the angle between the colour vector and the positive a* axis. 
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Saturation/Chroma (c) is defined as the distance between the midpoint of the colour space and 
the location of the colour. 
 

( ) ( )( ) 2122 ** bac +=  
 
The difference, ∆E between two colours can be calculated using the formula of the Euclidian 
distance. 
 

( ) ( ) ( )( ) 21222 *** baLE ∆+∆+∆=∆  
 
Other distance measurements that try to compensate for the irregularities in the CIE L*a*b* 
space and the characteristics of the eye, has been developed. One of them is the CIE94-distance, 
∆E94.  
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sabc _  is the chroma value of the standard colour. xk  is a weighting function that usually is set to 

one. The parameters is supposed to be adjusted to obtain better visual matching.  
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2.2.4. NCS 
NCS is a Swedish colour system that mainly focuses on categorising colour for the paint- and 
textile industry. The colours are defined in a colour atlas that is based on human perception. Its 
foundation is six basic colours red, green, yellow, blue, white and black. These form the three-
dimensional colour space that fits all other colours of the NCS-system. 
 

 
Figure 18: The NCS Colour space [25] 

 
A colour in the NCS-system is described by its nuance, its chromaticness and its hue.  
 

“S 2030-Y90R”  
 
S - The sample is from the second edition of the system. 
 
2030 - The nuance, which means the degree of resemblance to black.. In this case the nuance is 
20% blackness and 30 % chromaticness. 
 
Y90R - The hue, which indicates the percentage resemblance to two of the elementary colours. 
In this case the hue composed of yellow (Y) and 90% redness (R). 
  
The first image below shows a vertical slice of the colour space, the nuance (2030) for the colour 
whit code “S 2030-Y90R” is marked. The second image shows the location of the hues and the 
hue for “S 2030-Y90R” (Y90R) is found next to the pure red (R) in the top right quadrant. 
Together, the hue and the nuance define the position of colour “S 2030-Y90R” in the colour 
space.  
 
      

 
 

Figure 19: NCS nuance [25] Figure 20: NCS hue [25] 
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Neutral colours have no hue value and are coded with a nuance value followed by –N, that 
stands for natural. 
0500-N is white and is followed by 1000-N, 1500-N and so on for grey colours. 9000-N is black. 
[25]  

2.3. MEASURING COLOUR 
There are several tools that give the possibility to describe and communicate colour information, 
but to be able to use the tools colours need to be measured. By measuring a colour it is assigned a 
numeric representation. This gives the ability to visualise or transform colours between different 
colour spaces.  

Today there are different colour measuring methods functioning in the graphic industry. 
The densitometer is traditionally used, but it does not measure actual colour. To do that 
spectrophotometers and colorimeters are required.  

DENSITOMETRY 
As mentioned above, a densitometer does not measure colour. It measures reflectance and then 
calculates the optical density. Optical density is defined as the ability of a material to absorb light. 
The more light that is absorbed, the higher the density will be. In the graphic industry the density 
is calculated using a logarithmic scale. This gives values that correspond well with visual 
appearance. 

There are two possible ways of measuring density, reflection density and transmission 
density. The first is used when measuring opaque materials such as paper and the latter when 
measuring transparent materials such as film. 
The density is calculated using the following formulas: 
 
Reflection density: Transmission density: 
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Densitometric measurement is used to control stability during the press run. Solid patches of the 
primaries are measured and the press is adjusted to maintain specific target values. A 
densitometer can also measure dot gain (Read more about dot gain in chapter 2.4 in the section  
press control.). 

COLORIMETRY 
A colorimeter breaks down the light to its R, G and B components in the same manner as the 
human eye. To simulate the eye the light is filtered through a red, a green and a blue filter. The 
resulting numeric value is given in CIE XYZ or CIE L*a*b* coordinates.  

When comparing colorimetric values it is important to make sure that the devices used 
when measuring had the same structure and the same illumination source. 
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SPECTROPHOTOMETRY 
A spectrophotometer measures the amount of light reflected from a surface. The result will be a 
dataset of reflectance values that represent the spectral distribution of the light reflected from the 
point of the measurement. This means that the starting point will be at 380 nm, the 
spectrophotometer then controls how much of the particular wavelength that is reflected. The 
result will be a percentage value. This procedure is then repeated for the entire spectrum and the 
resulting dataset can be visualised as a spectral curve. The visible spectrum is normally considered 
to range from 380 nm to 780 nm and most spectrophotometers sample it every 10th nm.  These 
data are of course general and can vary depending on the device being used.  

When comparing data, it is as important as in colorimetry, to consider the structure of the 
device as well as the illumination source.  

A spectrophotometer is the most accurate instrument to use when it comes to colour 
measurement. The spectral distribution curve can also be used to calculate densitometric and 
colorimetric values. 

2.4. OFFSET PRINTING 
Offset printing is the most common method used when producing printed matters on paper, 
such as magazines, newspapers and brochures. The quality is high as well as the speed, which is 
why offset printing has been the dominating method of paper printing for several years.  

In the process of printing the plate is never in contact with the paper. The colour is instead 
transferred to the paper via a cylinder covered with a layer of rubber, hence the name offset. 
This chapter gives a short review of the lithographic offset printing process; its technical details 
are discussed as well as the parameters influencing quality that can be adjusted during a pressrun.     

THE LITHOGRAPHIC PRINCIPLE 
Offset printing is based on the lithographic principle, which means that the ink is made to attach 
to the printing parts of the plate by altering its surface properties. The ink bearing parts of the 
surface are covered with a polymer layer that is hydrophobic, which means that it repels water 
but attracts the oil-based ink. The water repellent ink will then attach to the polymer surfaces. 
The non-printing parts of the plate are hydrophilic, which means that they attract water and 
hence will be covered with a thin layer of water. 

It is possible to print offset without using water and that process is called waterfree offset. 
Instead of covering the ink bearing areas with an ink attracting substance, the non-printing areas 
are covered with silicon that repels the ink. The ink then ends up attaching to the printing areas, 
as it should. In water free offset thicker ink has to be used in order to make the ink attach to the 
plate. This enables higher maximum densities, sharper dots and higher resolution of the halftone 
screen. Still this method is not particularly widespread today. That is probably due to the 
requirement of temperature control systems in the presses. This is a necessity since there is no 
water present to cool the process down. This makes the presses more expensive to acquire. The 
water free presses also have a problem with cylinder dust removal when no water is present to 
wash unwanted particles of the cylinder. 

PLATEMAKING 
When the prepress work is finished the digital files have to be transferred to the plate. The first 
step is to describe the digital document in a page description language such as PostScript. Today 
the PostScript based format PDF (Portable Document Format) is most commonly used.  
Once the pages have been formed and placed on the sheet the digital files have to be halftoned. 
This is done by the RIP (Raster Image Processor). The halftoned pages are then transferred to 
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the plate either via film that is exposed on the plate or by direct exposure using CTP (Computer 
to plate) technology. 

Independent of which method is used the aim is to attain the same tonal value on the plate 
as in the digital file. This can sometimes be difficult. When using film, some dot gain is 
introduced in the exposure process. Problems are also present with CTP technology where 
transfer curves are used.  

THE PRESS 
Offset printing can be divided into three groups depending on how the ink is settled and dried. If 
the ink settles because of the loss of solvent the process is called coldset offset.  In this process the 
ink never really dries. This makes the life cycle of such a product short and the method is 
therefore mostly used for printing newspapers.  

If the ink settles partly due to the loss of solvent and partly to the addition of energy, for 
instance warm air, the process is called heatset offset.  
In oxidative offset the ink dries as a result of a combination of chemical oxidation and loss of 
solvent.   
 
There are two other ways to group offset printing and that is based on the way the paper is fed to 
the press, sheet offset and web offset. The sheet fed press prints on individual sheets and is used 
to produce high quality products such as magazine covers, posters and brochures or products of 
non-standard format. The sheets can be finished in various ways after the printing.  

The web offset press is fed by roll and is used for larger editions. The quality is slightly 
lower than what is attained with sheet offset and finishing is in most cases not a possiblity. Web 
offset is most often used for printing newspapers and magazines.     
 
To be able to print all four colours, and sometimes even one or two more, the press needs to 
have at least four printing units, which can be arranged in various ways. 

 
Figure 21: Different printing unit arrangements. 

 
The printing unit has five main parts, all shown in figure 22. The ink rollers (1) are a complicated 
system of cylinders that transfer ink from the ink fountain (2) to the plate cylinder (3). The 
dampening rollers (4) are also in contact with the plate cylinder and provide it with dampening 
water. The plate cylinder transfers the ink to the rubber blanket cylinder (5), which in its turn is in 
contact with the substrate. The back pressure cylinder (6) presses against the rubber cylinder to 
produce an appropriate pressure to make the ink attach properly to the substrate.  

The amount of ink that is transferred to the ink fountain roller is controlled by the ink 
keys. The ink keys each control an equal length fraction of the ink fountain and are operated with 
buttons on the control board. There is one button for each ink key and the regulation is done via 
the automatic control system of the press. Each key controls the amount of ink that is attached 
to the ink fountain roller in its area. This gives the opportunity to vary the amount of ink applied 
across the sheet.    
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Figure 22: Sketch of an offset printing unit. 

MAKE-READY 
The make-ready includes all preparations and settings that need to be done in the press before 
the first approved sheet is produced. This process is crucial and needs to be performed as fast, 
and with as little discarded prints as possible, but it must still be long enough to enable the 
printer to achieve the quality requirements.  

The first part of the make-ready process is to prepare the press. The plates must be fitted 
and the press adjusted to the current circumstances.  

The next step is to pre-set the ink keys; this can either be done mechanically or 
automatically depending on the press control system. Since it takes some time for an ink key 
change to come through in the print it is important to start with a good setting that is well 
adjusted to the sheet that is to be printed. To figure out appropriate starting values the amount of 
ink in each key zone is measured, either by looking at the digital file or by examining the plates. 
These values then serve as the base when settings are calculated. 

The press run is then started and the first thing to do is to make sure that the balance 
between ink and dampening water is correct, both too little and too much water will result in 
lowering the quality. Then the register is adjusted. This involves making sure that all colours end 
up on top of each other as precise as possible. To do this the register marks placed on the sheet 
are controlled. 
 

 
Figure 23: To the left, a register mark with perfect register. To the right one with misregister. 

 
In the final part of the make-ready process the density is adjusted. Too much ink will cause 
smearing effects, problems with drying and loss of image contrast. Too little ink will cause the 
images to look diluted. To obtain optimal ink coverage the densities of patches with 100% 
coverage of the primary colours are measured and adjusted to target values. If there are colour 
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proofs available, a final fine-tune of the settings is made to achieve resemblance between the 
proof and the print. 

When these steps have been completed the make-ready process is finished and the press 
produces approved prints.  

PRESS CONTROL 
When for instance a magazine is produced it is important that all copies look as similar as 
possible. To be able to achieve this, the quality of the prints must be kept as even as possible all 
through the press run.  

To have the ability to perform the measurements needed to enable control of the process, a 
test bar has to be placed on the sheet. The test bar can look somewhat different depending on 
who constructed it but it always contains patches with 100% ink coverage of the primary colours. 
Other common components are patches with 40% and 80% coverage of the primaries and the 
100% overprints (two of the primaries printed on top of each other), which will result in red 
green and blue patches. 
 

 
Figure 24: Press control bar. 

As mentioned above the density of the primary colours are measured and maintained at an optimal 
level. Today most presses have control systems that can be used to control the ink keys to 
maintain particular full tone density values.  

The values that represent an optimal print depend on different circumstances, one 
important factor is the paper. The optimal density values are best found by performing tests. A 
suggestion for target density values for coated papers are; C: 1,6, M: 1,5, Y: 1,3 and K: 1,9.  

It is also common to measure the dot gain. Dot gain means that the dot alters its size during 
the plate making and printing processes. There is also an optical phenomenon that makes the 
dots appear larger than they really are. This kind of dot gain is referred to as optical dot gain. The 
dot gain caused by the press when the ink is pressed against the paper by the rubber cylinder and 
the back pressure cylinder is called mechanical dot gain. Dot gain causes the prints to become darker 
than intended and must therefore be compensated for during the prepress stage. To be able to 
compensate correctly the dot gain must be known in advance and since the material has been 
adjusted to a particular dot gain it is crucial to control that the process maintains that value. The 
dot gain is usually determined by measuring patches with 40% and 80% ink coverage.  

Another factor that can be controlled is the grey balance. It can be judged visually by printing 
two patches next to each other. One containing a neutral tone and the other containing the 
corresponding tone printed with only black ink. When the two look similar the grey balance is 
good. 
 

 
Figure 25: Grey balance fields. 
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It is also common to measure trapping, that is the ability of the differently coloured inks to stick 
on top of each other. When a 100% tone of one colour is printed on top of another 100% colour 
all ink of the second colour will not attach when printing wet-in-wet, hence the coverage will not 
be 200% as expected. By comparing the densities of the full tone patches with the overprints the 
trapping can be determined. If it is attempted to print too many colours of too high density on 
top of each other smearing will occur since all of the ink will not attach.     

The last control parameter that will be discussed in this chapter is contrast. Since high 
densities in the 100% tones increase the gamut it is sought to use as much ink as possible. But it 
has to be done without loosing contrast in the dark tones. The optimal contrast is reached when 
the difference between the density at 80% coverage and 100% coverage is as large as possible. 
This is obtained when the density at 100% is as large as possible without a dot gain that is too 
large. 
 
This is a sample of some common parameters that can be measured during the press run. There 
are of course other kinds of test bars, designed to measure other parameters that can be obtained 
from various manufacturers.  

COLOUR MIXING PROBLEMS 
Once the plates have been made and the printing has started, the only parameter that influences 
the colour, which can be easily adjusted is the ink supplies in each key zone, hence the full tone 
densities of cyan, magenta, yellow and black. It is important to remember that density is closely 
related to dot gain and changing the full tone densities will also affect the dot gain.  
Since every colour is a combination of some of the primary colours a density change in one of 
them will affect many other colours, perhaps not only the ones intended. Some of the effects that 
changing the full tone densities might have on the total colour impression of an image will now 
be discussed.  

This section also hopes to illustrate the fact that when many of the colours are depending 
on each other difficulties can easily be introduced when trying to achieve similarity between a 
colour proof and a print.  

In a perfect world the colour proof would simulate the optimal print perfectly and little or 
no adjustments would have to be done in the press to achieve similarity between the proof and 
the print. Unfortunately the world is not perfect and some colour proofs are simply produced 
using the wrong methods or printed on a proofing system that is unable to simulate a print 
accurately. 
 
If the density of cyan is increased while the other densities are kept the same the green and the 
blue colours will be affected. The blue will become less red and the green less yellow, an entire 
image would probably appear colder. The opposite would happen if the density of cyan was 
decreased while the others were kept the same. 
 

 
Figure 26: Impact on red, green and blue caused by a density increase of cyan. 

 
If the density of magenta is increased while the other are kept the same the red and the blue 
colours will be affected. The blue will become less green and the red less yellow, an entire image 
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would probably appear warmer. The opposite would happen if the density of magenta was 
decreased while the others were kept the same. 
  

 
Figure 27: Impact on red, green and blue caused by a density increase of magenta. 

 
If the density of yellow is increased while the other are kept the same the red and the green 
colours will be affected. The red will become less blue and the green will also become less blue, 
an entire image would probably appear warmer. The opposite would happen if the density of 
magenta was decreased while the others were kept the same. 
 

 
Figure 28: Impact on red, green and blue caused by a density increase of yellow. 

 
How the changes affect the total impression of an image is really hard to tell since it strongly 
depends on the colours it consists of. If it already is a bit too orange in the red areas a decrease in 
yellow may not be harmful. As long as it does not make the green colours appear bluish. Perhaps 
there are no green colours in the image? Perhaps there are lots of green colours? In these 
examples only one of the primaries was changed at a time. What happens if two of them are 
changed simultaneously? There are of course several more questions that could be asked, but this 
hopefully gives an introduction to the reasons why colour matching in print is such a difficult 
task.         

2.5. COLOUR MANAGEMENT AND ICC-PROFILES 
Since all devices used in graphical production have different abilities to reproduce colour it is 
very difficult to maintain colour control throughout the production process. Scanners and digital 
cameras all have their own way of capturing scenes and converting them to digital data. Then the 
monitors have other ways of showing the colours, ways that probably will not result in the same 
appearane as a print of the same image.  

All devices have differently sized and shaped gamuts and that is what causes the difference 
in colour reproduction ability. A monitor can for instance reproduce quite a small amount of all 
visible colours, but it is still more than four-colour printing can achieve.  
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Figure 29: XY-gamut of the spectrum with an RGB and a CMYK-gamut marked. 

 
To overcome this problem the graphic industry has developed colour management systems in 
order to help capturing, viewing and printing colour as accurate as possible.  

What it really is all about is to communicate colour information between devices using one 
language all participating units can understand and translate into their own languages.   

2.5.1. COLOUR MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 
The purpose of a colour management system is to describe the colour reproduction 
characteristics of the different devices used in a graphic production flow. The description should 
be device independent and is used to assure that the colours are kept constant throughout the 
production process. This means that the colours should look similar regardless of the output 
device. The appearance of the colours at the monitor should be the same as the print. It also 
means that colour data should be communicated in a device independent way.  

The advantage of using a device independent system is that only one transform per device 
is required. The colours of the device can then be converted to the device independent colour 
space and then be converted to any of the other devices using their internal transforms. If a 
device independent space was not used there would have to be one transform for every couple of 
devices that needs to communicate. 
 

  
Figure 30: Device dependent PCS Figure 31: Device independent PCS 
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2.5.2. CALIBRATION 
When implementing a colour management system the first step is to calibrate the devices. This 
means that the settings of the device are changed to a position where its characteristics are 
known. How this is done depends on the device and the vendor provides information on how it 
is done.  

2.5.3. CHARACTERISATION 
Once the device has been calibrated, its colour reproduction ability can be surveyed. This process 
is called characterisation and is performed by measuring certain reference colours, printed, 
captured or displayed by the device. By comparing the values a relationship between the device 
independent and the device colour space can be established and hence a profile created. The first 
step is to print, display or capture a testform. The design of most testforms are determined by the 
ISO standard IT.8 even though some manufacturers have added other colours. 
 

 
Figure 32: IT8.7/3 test chart. 

 
The colours are measured with a spectrophotometer and the profile is created using some kind of 
software. There are several commercial tools for creating profiles available for purchasing. 

Profiles that describe how colours looked in the original scene are called input profiles. 
They perform transformations from the colour space of a device to the PCS. Display profiles are 
used when showing colours on displays. They describe how to recreate the colours of the original 
scene using the colour space of the display. Then there are output profiles. They describe how a 
colour should be reproduced and are used by printers and proofers.     

2.5.4. GAMUT MAPPING 
When profiles are used to convert colours between the colour space of one device to the colour 
space of another, gamut mapping needs to be performed. This is due to the fact that the gamuts 
of the different devices have different shape and size. This means that some of the colours in the 
input gamut might end up outside the output gamut. This is dealt with using two types of gamut 
mapping algorithms. One that compresses all colours of the gamut (Compressive algorithms) 
until all fit within the gamut of the output device and one that projects the out of gamut colours 
to the nearest point on the surface of the output gamut (Clipping algorithms).   
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IMPORTANT FACTORS 
Even though there are several ways of developing gamut mapping algorithms, some factors are 
relevant and taken into account by all. The following should be taken into account if the wish is 
to make a conversion and still maintain the visual impression of the initial image. 
  

 The grey axis should always be maintained. This means that the colours of the grey axis 
should be converted with as small deviation as possible. 

 The contrast of the converted image should be as large as possible. 
 The conversion should result in an image where all colours fit within the target gamut  
 Hue shifts should be minimized. 

  

GAMUT MAPPING PROBLEMS 
There are some problems that can occur when gamut mapping is performed.  
Sometimes the really bright and the really dark colours can loose their difference, which means 
that the number of tones is reduced. Sometimes disturbing colour differences occur when 
colours have to be moved. Colours that are located close to the gamut boundaries can lose 
difference in nuance. This can cause a loss of detail if such a colour covers a large area. 

2.5.5. ICC COLOUR MANAGEMENT 
ICC stands for International Colour Consortium and was formed in 1993 by the leading 
companies in the prepress industry. Its purpose is to create an open, vendor and platform 
independent standard for colour management. Today the standard includes a specification for 
how the system should work, and a standardised file format for the profiles that describe the 
colour properties of a device. The ICC-system can be divided into three parts the PCS, the CMM 
and the profile file format. 

PCS 
PCS stands for Profile Connection Space and is the device independent colour space used for 
transferring information. The ICC-standard requires that CIE XYZ or CIE L*a*b* with D50 
illuminant is used as PCS. Since the PCS is device independent and based on visual experiments it 
can be thought of as the part that remembers the visual appearance of colour. 

CMM 
CMM stands for Colour Management Module and uses profiles to convert colour data between 
device space and PCS and vice versa. 

The profile is specified by a limited number of colours and therefore other colours must be 
interpolated by using the closest surrounding colours.  
There are several CMM:s available. Apple’s CMM is called Colorsync and is integrated in the 
Macintosh operating system and the CMM used by Windows is called ICM. Other 
manufacturers, for instance Kodak, Adobe and AGFA have also developed their own CMM:s.  

FILE FORMAT 
The profile provides the CMM with information on how to convert the colours between device 
space and PCS. The standard defines seven different types of profiles: 
  
Input device - characterizes for instance scanners and digital cameras.  
Display - characterizes for instance monitors and projectors  
Output device - characterizes for instance presses and printers 
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Named colour - characterizes colour atlas based colour spaces for instance Pantone and NCS.    
Device Link - characterizes for instance CIE L*a*b* and CIE XYZ 
Abstract - characterizes PCS to PCS. 
 
The ICC-profile can exist as a separate file that is used by applications automatically or when a 
user requests it. Profiles can also be embedded in image files, such as TIFF (Tag Image File 
Format) or EPS(Encapsulated PostScript), then the colour transformations are performed 
automatically as the image is transferred between devices. 

The file structure can be divided into three parts, the header, the tag table and the tagged 
element data. The header has a fixed size of 128 bytes and contains information about the profile, 
for example; rendering intent, illuminant, PCS, creation platform and creation date.  

The tag table defines the tags. It tells which tags are in the profile, some are required and 
others are eligible. It is also possible to define own tags. The tag table only states which tags that 
exist, no other data is stored there. Instead the tag table units point to the position in the tagged 
element data where the information of that tag is stored. The tag table can hence be seen as a 
table of contents for the tagged element data. 

To convert between colour spaces, perform mapping between two gamuts, the ICC 
profiles use the shaper/matrix model or the shaper/multifunctional table. To convert RGB and 
grayscale input and display profiles to PCS the shaper/matrix model is used. First the individual 
R, G and B components are converted by a one-dimensional lookup table. This is a linearization 
using gamma tables. Then all three values are transformed by a 3x3-matrix that converts the 
RGB-values into PCS-values and also does a white point scaling. 
 

 
Figure 33: Shaper/matrix model. 

 
The shaper/multifunctional (MFT) table is used for complex RGB and CMYK input, RGB, 
CMYK and n-colorants output and for abstract profiles. If the PCS is CIE XYZ the conversion 
starts with a 3x3 matrix that converts the data to the PCS whitepoint. The following step involves 
one dimensional lookup tables that linearize the values. Then the values are passed to the three-
dimensional interpolation table where the conversion to the output colour space is made. In the 
final stage the values are transformed by a set of one-dimensional lookup tables. 
     

 
Figure 34: Shaper/MFT. 

 
The lookup tables are saved in tags, one for device to PCS and another for PCS to device. There 
are two such lookup tables for each rendering intent (Read more in the next section about ICC-
Gamut mapping). This means that a profile contains information how to covert between device 
and PCS for each possible rendering intent.  
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ICC-GAMUT MAPPING 

When performing gamut mapping using ICC-profiles a rendering intent must be specified. There 
are four choices and they differ in the way they handle colours that does not fit within the gamut 
of the target device. 
 
Perceptual rendering uses a compressive algorithm when converting colours. This means that 
the relative distances between the colours are kept while the entire gamut is compressed or 
expanded to fit the gamut of the target device. Perceptual rendering is mostly used when 
separating images and is designed to suit reproduction of photographs. This type of rendering 
affect all colours of the gamut, also the ones already reproducible.  
 
Relative colorimetric rendering uses a clipping algorithm. All colours that end up within the 
gamut stay the same whereas the ones outside are mapped to the closest point of the target 
gamut. The mapping is performed with the wish to preserve the lightness of the colour.  
Relative rendering is suitable for use on flat objects of a single colour since it can cause blocking 
effects when it is used on photos. Areas that have colours located outside the gamut will be 
mapped to similar in-gamut colours. This may cause a loss of detail when the previously more 
saturated colours could end up having the same colour as their surroundings.  
 
Absolute colorimetric rendering also uses a clipping algorithm. The out-of-gamut colours are 
moved in while the others remain the same. It does not take the whitepoint of the media into 
account and this means that differences between the whitepoint of the media and the white point 
of the reference media will be transferred to the reproduction. If an image has a red cast the 
reproduction will also show the same cast. This makes the colour reproduction as accurate as 
possible and the method is therefore suitable for digital proofing. 
 
Saturation rendering aims at maintaining the saturation of the colours. The relative distances 
between the colours are changed and the chroma, which represents the saturation, is kept on 
account of the hue and lightness components.  

2.5.6. A COLOUR MANAGEMENT EXAMPLE 
An example of how colour management could be used in the graphic industry will now be 
described. The working process of creating a printed matter starts with the scanning of images, 
then separating and viewing them using a monitor and finally printing proofs, simulating the 
prints. The process involves the following devices, a scanner, a monitor, a proofing system and a 
press.  

SCANNING 
At first a photo is scanned and the input profile of the scanner is used to capture the appearance 
of the photo. Since the colours recorded by the scanner might not be visually similar to the 
colours of the image, the ICC-profile of the scanner is used to compensate for this.  
This means that the profile knows how the colours recorded by the scanner should be converted 
to look as similar to the visual impression of the original image as possible. 
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RGB, CMYK OR L*a*b*? 
When an image has been digitised it has to be represented in some format. The most scanners 
and digital cameras represent images with R, G and B coordinates. Some of them can use L*a*b* 
but since few file formats and applications can handle it, it is not commonly used.  
If the RGB-data should be printed it has to be converted into CMYK-values. Some RIP:s accept 
RGB-data and separates the images in the halftoning process. It is then possible to keep the 
images stored using RGB-values. Otherwise the images have to be separated (read more about 
separations in the next section) before they are ripped. The separation should be done using the 
profile of the intended output device. The disadvantage with separating an image is that it 
becomes adjusted to a specific output. This makes it hard to reuse it and therefore it is 
recommended to keep the original images in RGB-format.  

SEPARATING AND DISPLAYING 
When the RGB-image is displayed by a monitor the input (scanner) profile has recorded how its 
colours look in L*a*b*-values. These L*a*b*-values are translated by the display (monitor) profile 
to RGB-values, adjusted to compensate for the characteristics of the monitor. The aim is to make 
the displayed result look as similar to the original image (scanned photo) as possible. 

To be able to print an image it has to be represented by CMYK-coordinates. The 
conversion to CMYK is referred to as separation. In the separation process each pixel gets 
represented by four coordinates, one representing each primary colour. All coordinates 
representing cyan will form a cyan coloured layer, all magenta coordinates will form a magenta 
coloured layer and so on. The four layers are then printed on top of each other to form the 
complete page. 

This separation can of course be calculated in various ways. The best way is to use the ICC-
profile of the intended output. This will adjust the image to its intended output and hence the 
result will be optimal. 

In this example the image should be printed. This brings the desire to view a simulation of 
the image as printed. The number of available colours will be more limited since the monitor 
gamut is sufficiently larger than the press gamut. To be able to do this a profile describing the 
output (press) is necessary. This profile converts the L*a*b*-data into CMYK, if it is not 
separated, and then back to L*a*b*-data that represents the visual result if the CMYK-values of 
the image should be printed. The display (monitor) profile can now use those L*a*b*-values to 
display the image. This result will probably differ from the original but it will simulate the way the 
image will look when it is printed. 

PROOFING 
The proof is supposed to simulate the print. To be able to do this the press profile is used in a 
way that is similar to the display procedure. If the image is stored as RGB the data must first be 
separated to CMYK and then converted to L*a*b*. If it already is stored as CMYK it is 
converted directly to L*a*b. The print simulation must be based on CMYK-values since that is 
the format used when printing. The L*a*b* data that represents the printed result is then used by 
the proofer. It also has an output profile that represents its characteristics. The L*a*b* data is 
converted to CMYK values adjusted to the proofer. Hence, this will either be an RGB to CMYK 
conversion or a CMYK to CMYK conversion depending on the format of the image. The aim of 
the proof is to simulate the print as accurate as possible.  
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Figure 35: A colour managment flow. 

2.6. PROOFING  
A proofing system is used to simulate the appearance of a print prior to it being printed.  
Proofing is an important element in the printing process since it gives an opportunity to control 
that the prepress work has been correctly performed. It also gives the customer the possibility to 
approve of the appearance. The proof is often considered to be a contract that guarantees the 
customer a particular appearance of  the final product.  

When the proof is considered to be a contract the press operators use the proof as a target 
and tries to make the print look similar to it. This can be a problem since the printing process 
should be kept at constant density and dot gain values to perform optimally. Trying to match a 
proof may cause the optimal settings to be lost. Due to this it is preferred to try obtaining proofs 
that resembles the optimal print and not vice versa. 

There are two main ways of producing colour proofs, analogue and digital. Today the usage 
of digital proofing is increasing since more and more printers are using CTP (Computer to Plate) 
technology.  

2.6.1. ANALOGUE PROOFING 
In analogue proofing the proofs are produced using the separation films. This requires the plates 
to be created using film; otherwise analogue proofing would be unjustified. 

One way of creating analogue proofs is to expose the separated films separately, one for 
each primary colour. The substrates are then added to form the print simulation.  
Another way is to expose the films, one at a time, to a substrate that is laminated with the four 
primary colours. First the substrate is laminated with one colour and the corresponding film 
exposed. The procedure is repeated four times, one for each colour.   

The advantage of analogue proofing is that both the films and the documents are being 
controlled, but as was mentioned earlier, as the usage of film is decreasing to make room for CTP 
technology. The use of analogue proofing will therefore probably decrease even more in the 
future.  
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2.6.2. DIGITAL PROOFING  
Digital proofs are produced based on digital files and all manipulations made to make it simulate 
the press are done by software. Digital proofers are really high quality colour printers and they 
offer several ways to produce digital proofs. Some of the most common are, inkjet printing, dye 
sublimation and colour laser.  

Inkjet printers spray tiny drops of ink on the substrate from a short distance. Some inkjet 
printers use more than four colours to improve the quality of the proofs. 
Dye sublimation printers use a substrate that contains layers with all four primary colours. When 
the substrate is subjected to heat the dye is attached to the substrate. Colour control is obtained 
by temperature adjustments. 

There are also hybrid proofers that use a combination of dye sublimation and inkjet. 
Laser printers consist of a conductive cylinder, toner and a laser beam. The beam is used to 
neutralise the parts of the cylinder where the printing area is. This makes the toner stick to the 
printing parts and the image can be transferred to the paper. Finally it is fixated using heat. 
Digital proofs often vary a lot in quality. This is due to the many different techniques and 
manufacturers available. Still, a high quality digital proofing system that is used in combination 
with colour management has a good chance of producing good press simulations.  

2.6.3. SOFT PROOFING 
A final way of producing digital proofs is to view the files at a calibrated monitor. This saves a lot 
of time and money and alterations can be made without having to reprint the proofs. This 
method requires well-calibrated and characterised monitors. It is also important to have good 
viewing conditions, such as standardised lighting and surrounding colouring. 

2.6.4. VIEWING CONDITIONS 
When a proof is viewed or compared to a print it is very important to be in an environment with 
appropriate viewing conditions. This is due to the fact that metamerism and other phenomena 
make the colours appear differently depending on the illumination and surroundings.  

Since this is of such importance there is an ISO-standard that specifies viewing conditions 
for the graphic industry (ISO 3664, Viewing conditions for Graphic Technology and 
Photography).  

The reference illumination should be the CIE-standard illumination: D50, which is the CIE 
light source that has the most equal energy distribution across the spectrum. The surroundings 
should have a neutral grey colour and a reflectance that must be lower than 60%, but should 
preferably be lower than 20%. Surrounding light should be cut off and no large colourful surfaces 
or objects, including clothes worn by the viewers, should be present.      

2.6.5. FACTORS INFLUENCING THE SIMILARITY BETWEEN COLOUR 
PROOF AND PRINT  

There are several factors that influence the similarity between a proof and a print. Some of them 
can be overcome but it is still not possible to always produce prints that are exactly similar to the 
colour proof, This is important to keep in mind when comparing a print to a colour proof. 

PAPER  
In most cases the proofing system requires the use of specially designed paper. The paper used in 
the final production will probably have another quality; usually the proofing paper is both heavier 
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and glossier. It is often a difference in whiteness as well. These factors are all known to influence 
visual appearance and hence also the similarity between colour proof and print.  

METHOD 
If a proof is produced using a digital proofing system the method of production differs quite a lot 
from printing. Sometimes different RIP:s are used when producing the proof and the plate. Some 
digital proofing systems use more than four types of ink and both the dot shape and the ink 
characteristics are different. Printing phenomena, such as trapping and dot gain also need to be 
simulated.  

The colour management system of proofing devices accounts for many of these parameters 
and makes good simulations. 

When analogue systems are used the characteristics of the proof will be more similar to a 
print since the film that is used to produce the plates also is used to produce the proof. The 
analogue proofs are hence based on the separations.  

It is still difficult to simulate the factors mentioned above. But as long as a good colour 
management system is used in combination with a proofing system of good quality, the resulting 
proof will have the ability to simulate the appearance of a print very well.     

PAGE AND SHEET LAYOUT 
The proofing system has no knowledge of page and the press sheet layout. The way colour is 
distributed across the page affects the printed result and complicates the printing process.  
If there for instance is a heavy image with large red areas on the top of a page and another image 
with only light red nuances below, it could be difficult to make both images look as they did on 
the proof. The first image demands lots of ink to get the strength and saturation it had on the 
proof, but that much ink may not be good for the other picture which might end up to heavy and 
with a red cast. In these cases one has to settle with a compromise that makes both images look 
reasonably well. 

VIEWING CONDITIONS 
It is of greatest importance that the comparison colour proof and print is made in an 
environment that is adjusted for viewing colour. Preferably all recommendations in the ISO-
standard discussed in chapter 2.6.4 is fulfilled. 
 

2.7. SUMMARY  
This was a short review of the theory that is the foundation to the conclusions drawn in the 
following parts of the report. The main areas of importance are colour science, printing 
technology and colour management with ICC-profiles.  
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3. PRODUCTION AT SÖRMLANDS GRAFISKA 
QUEBECOR AB  

This chapter will describe the production process at Sörmlands Grafiska Quebecor AB 
(SGQAB). It will also explain where in the work process validation of colour proof quality would 
be useful and what benefits SGQAB could draw from it. 

3.1. SÖRMLANDS GRAFISKA QUEBECOR AB 
SGQAB is a heatset-weboffset printer that mainly focuses on high quality printing. The services 
provided range from full repro and prepress with scanning and image processing to binding and 
distribution. 

SGQAB has six web-fed presses and one sheet-fed. The plates are produced using CTP-
technology. 

The production mostly consists of high quality magazines and other reoccurring products 
but occasional assignments also exist.   

3.2. THE PRODUCTION PROCESS  
The production process at SGQAB can be divided into five main groups, Planning, Prepress, 
Print, Post-press and Distribution. The figure below illustrates the production process in terms of 
the main groups. 
 

 
Figure 36: Department workflow at SGQ. 

 
The customer delivers the material to the prepress department, either as digital files, such as pdf:s 
and jpeg:s or as photographs and transparencies. This depends on what degree of prepress and 
repro work the customer has ordered. The digital material has until recently been delivered by 
uploading it to an ftp-server. Today a new system, which among other things allows the customer 
to view and approve of pages online, is being introduced. The prepress process ends with the 
pdf-files being passed to the CTP-department for ripping and plate production.  

Once the plates are ready the printing can start. The people responsible for paper supply 
will then already have delivered the intended paper to the press. When the printing is finished the 
sheets are passed on to the Post-press department for stitching or binding and packaging. The 
product is then ready for delivery, either back to the customer or directly to the consumers.  

The technical department is contacted if difficulties occur during the process.  
The planning department plans the production in order to keep delivery deadlines. It is not 

shown in the illustration since it affects all other departments in some way.   
 
Another way of viewing the production process is to look at the people involved in it. The figure 
below shows the people directly involved in the production process. 
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Figure 37: Staff category workflow at SGQ. 

 
The first category of staff a customer comes into contact with is a sales person. The planning and 
calculation staff is also involved, to make sure that the desired delivery dates are possible to keep. 
Once a deal has been agreed on a project manager withholds the contact and organises the 
production. The project manager has a central role and communicates with the prepress 
operators to make sure that the material is completed in time and passed on through the 
production chain. The project manager also deals with complaints and technical problems by 
communicating with the technical department and the persons responsible for quality issues. 
During the printing and post-press the involved people mostly communicate internally and with 
the technical department if problems occur. There are also engineers that can be consulted when 
problems regarding the machinery occur.  

A colour proof verification method would be used in the prepress department and the tests 
of the method would either be performed by the technical staff or by the project managers.  

3.3. COLOUR PROOFS AT SGQAB 
Five main ways in which proofs are produced and used at SGQAB have been identified. There 
will of course be some productions that diverge but these five ways still provide a good overview 
of the proofing workflow.  
 

1. SGQAB does the repro and thus also the colour proofs. Hard proofs are sent to the 
customer for approval.  

2. The customer sends a finished locked pdf-file and the colour proofs are then printed at 
SGQAB. 

3. The customer sends a finished locked pdf-file and also submits colour proofs. 
4. SGQAB does both repro and colour proofs. Soft proofs are viewed on a calibrated 

monitor with an ICC-profile that simulates the printed appearance. The customer 
approves of the proof only by viewing it on the screen. The printing is then completely 
regulated by withholding standard density values. 

5. The customer makes the repro and the proofs are accepted by looking at a calibrated 
monitor using ICC-profiles that simulates the printed appearance. The pdf-files are then 
sent to SGQAB and the printing is completely regulated by withholding standard density 
values. 

 
It is the third case that causes the problems dealt with in this thesis and that situation, in which 
the colour proof quality verification method should be used.  
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3.3.1. IN-HOUSE PROOFING 
At SGQAB two proofers are used today, PictroProof from Fuji and Epson 10600 from Epson.  
 
 PictroProof Epson 
Manufacturer: Fujifilm Epson 10600 
Method: Dye 

sublimation 
Inkjet 

Table 1: In-house proofers. 

 
Today the proofs are not measured on a regular basis and no evaluations of the proofing systems 
have been done. The general opinion is that both proofing systems produce quite good 
simulations of the presses. The PictroProof is said to produce unachievable red colours and to be 
generally a bit over saturated. The Epson printer is considered to perform better but it is not 
used in the same extent. This is important to keep in mind since it could mean that the opinion 
partly is caused by the fact that problems with Epson proofs are thought to occur less frequently 
since the proofs are used less frequently. 

3.3.2. PROBLEMS 
The proofs produced in-house are rather easy to control since the entire process preceding them 
is controlled. The problems become more frequent in situations like the third case where the 
customer provides the proofs. The causes of these problems can be divided into two main 
groups illustrated by figure 38 and figure 39.  
 

 
Figure 38: Workflow illustrating problem one. 

 
The customer produces a proof from the digital pdf-file. The pdf:s are then uploaded to the 
SGQAB-server and the proofs are sent by post or by a delivery firm. The pdf:s are used to create 
plates, which are used for the printing. During the make-ready the proof is used as a target and 
the aim is to reach approved similarity between the proof and the print.  

In this case the problem is caused by the fact that SGQAB has no knowledge about how 
the proofs were produced. No information regarding the proofer, RIP or profile is available. In 
many cases the customer orders the proofs from a repro company and has no deeper knowledge 
regarding the production circumstances either.  

It is simply impossible to know if the proof provides such a good simulation of the press 
that it is technically possible to reach similarity between proof and print.    
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Figure 39: Workflow illustrating problem two. 

 
The problem of the second case concerns situations where the customer produces a colour 
proof, is not settled with the result and does some alterations to make the material look 
satisfactory. A new pdf-file is then created, but sometimes no new proof is produced. Colour 
proofs are expensive and if the person producing the material is sure that the changes will look 
fine they might think that printing a new proof is unnecessary. In some cases notes are made on 
the proof, telling about the changes.  

The proof is then sent to the printer together with the digital file. This means that the 
proof, used as a target when printing was not created based on the same material as the plates. 
This will of course create difficulties when trying to match the print and the proof and it may 
even be impossible to gain similarity between the two.  

An extreme case that illustrates the problem is for instance if the colour of a headline is 
changed. The headline is blue on the proof and orange in the pdf-file. This means of course that 
it is impossible to make the orange headline match the blue proof headline when printing. In this 
case one would probably have written on the proof that the headline colour is changed and it 
would be rather easy for the printer to understand what the change would bring. But imagine that 
the change was an adjustment of an image that was made slightly warmer. It would be hard to 
predict what impact it would have on the image and if no note were made at all and the printer is 
unaware of the change it would be very hard to gain a match between proof and print. 
 
In both cases it is impossible to know if it is achievable to print similar to the proof before the 
printing is started. Situations when a similar result cannot be achieved are costly and disrupt the 
planning since it takes time to take action and somehow try to correct the problem.  
Any of these unobtainable colour proofs that could be noticed before the printing begins would 
hence save both time and money. The development of a colour proof verification method would 
provide a tool to find the erroneous proofs and enable action to be taken before the printing is 
started.   

3.4. QUALITY CONTROL  
SGQAB is ISO 9001-certified and hence they work constantly with quality issues. This means 
that there is an extensive quality handbook available on the intranet and that quality issues are 
worked with on a regular basis.  

The quality control system is focused on the in house activities and today no control of 
material delivered by customers is required. This means that almost any kind of colour proofs are 
accepted and both digital material and proofs are of shifting quality. Still most problems are 
solved thanks to communication with the customers and the skills of the employees. 
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3.5. CHAPTER SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
The main problem regarding proofing concerns the proofs produced outside of SGQAB. 
SGQAB has then no knowledge regarding the production and therefore it is impossible to know 
if they provide a good enough simulation of the press, and hence if it is technically possible to 
reach a match between proof and print. Any unobtainable colour proof cost both time and 
money and the development of a colour proof verification method would provide a tool to find 
the erroneous proofs and enable action to be taken before the printing is started.   

The method would be used at the prepress department, either by the technical staff or by 
the prepress staff. The technical staff has comprehensive knowledge regarding colour 
management and would be able to perform profound analyses regarding the matter. The project 
managers on the other hand, have less colour management skills but are a more natural part of 
the production process. It is therefore important to consider which users the method is 
developed for and make it well adjusted it to them. 

The ability to control the quality of proofs would be of greatest importance since the 
customer assumes that the resulting print will be similar to the provided proof, and a result that 
does not live up to the expectations may result in complaints and disappointment. A control 
method would not only imply that problems are likely to occur, it could also help finding their 
cause and then prevent them from reoccurring. In the end this would result in more satisfied 
customers. 
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4. COLOUR PROOF QUALITY 
The first step in the process of forming a suggestion for a method to evaluate the quality of 
colour proofs was to talk to the people at SGQAB and learn more about their opinion on colour 
proofs and what problems they consider being most common. Then literature, technical reports 
and articles concerning the subject were reviewed and a suggestion for a colour proof quality 
verification method was formed. It states how the colours to test were chosen and how the 
analysis should be performed. The method is then tested in chapter 5 and summarised in chapter 
6. 

4.1. FORMING A SUGGESTION 

4.1.1. DEFINING QUALITY  
To be able to develop a method with the ability to verify the quality of a colour proof, the term 
quality in a colour proof context needs to be defined.  

Good quality is always about making sure that the expectations of the customers are 
fulfilled. If a customer submits a colour proof, it is expected that the print will look similar to it. 
If that is the case the customer will be satisfied and it is thus of greatest importance to have the 
ability to produce prints similar to their corresponding colour proofs. This means that it is a 
necessity to establish good communication with the customers, and enable a dialog where the 
customer can be provided the information needed to produce colour proofs that simulate the 
appearance of prints in an accurate way. 
 
Good quality in a colour proof context is therefore defined as follows: 
 

1. A colour proof of good quality simulates the destination press accurately, which means 
that it is possible to produce a print that is visually similar to the colour proof, assumed 
that the intended press is used.      

2. The quality of the colour proof must also be measurable and verifiable for the colour 
proof to be considered to be of good quality.   

 
This definition will serve as the base for the forthcoming discussion.  

4.1.2. HOW CAN THE QUALITY OF A COLOUR PROOF BE 
MEASURED? 

The hypothesis is that the quality of a colour proof can be measured by placing a chart with a 
number of test patches on each proof. The proofing system will process the colour patches the 
same way as the rest of the page, in terms of gamut mapping. The spectral properties of the test 
patches can then be measured and compared to suitable reference values.   

By analysing the differences between the measurements and the ideal reference data, it is 
assumed that an opinion of the quality of the proof can be formed. 
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4.1.3. REFERENCE DATA 
The tested colours must be compared to some ideal reference values. It is important that these 
values represent a situation when the press was run at optimal conditions. Three ways of finding 
reference data are presented below. 

ICC-PROFILE MEASUREMENT DATA 
Reference data can be found in the ICC-profiles of the press. More accurately is it the 
measurement data recorded when the press was characterised in the process of creating its ICC-
profiles that most often is stored in the “CharTargetTag” in the profile-file.  

This data is a good choice as reference since the press was running at optimal capacity 
when the data was collected.  This means that the values represent the specific press at its best. 
The disadvantage is that it assumes that the way the press was set at the time of the 
characterisation will remain to be the optimal settings for every printing. This will probably not 
be the case since there are several factors influencing the stability of the printing process. 
If for instance another set of transfer curves are used in the CTP, or the climate causes the 
characteristics of the press to change, the settings will probably not represent optimal conditions 
anymore.  

TEST PRINTINGS 
Collecting reference values by performing test printings are really the same as using the stored 
values in the profile, since they too are measured from a printed sheet once. 
The advantage of performing a test printing is that the data will be more up-to-date. There 
should not really be a difference but since the printing process is affected by such a large amount 
of factors it probably will.  

Making actual test printings also gives a possibility to collect reference data that is specific 
to certain conditions. If a product is reoccurring, for instance a magazine, it is possible to test 
print specifically for it. An optimal situation should be to place the patches, somewhere on the 
sheet of a specific production, where empty space is available. The patches will be printed exactly 
the same way as the rest of the production. The measurements can then be used to verify the 
colour proofs of the following edition. This assumes that the result of the printing is satisfactory.  

Placing the patches on leftover sheet space has two major advantages. No special test-
printing occasion needs to be arranged and the conditions will be exactly adjusted for the specific 
job.      

If the chart is test printed several times the collected data can also be used to measure how 
well and even the printings were performed. This would be done by comparing the measurement 
results to each other and to the results of the colour proof. The comparison can also serve as a 
way to establish tolerance levels for acceptable ∆E-differences by gaining knowledge about the 
repeatability of the processes. Tolerance levels are discussed in more detail in chapter 4 and 
chapter 5.5.  

STANDARD VALUES 
Organisations such as ANSI and ISO provide reference printing conditions that can be used as 
reference data. The ANSI CGATS reference printing conditions were found to be used as 
reference data in other articles [19] concerning digital proofing. When using this approach it is 
required that the entire printing process also aims at the same reference values. The reference 
printing conditions contain the relationship between CMYK-values and their printed L*a*b* 
values. 
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CHOOSING APPROACH 
The task of choosing method is difficult and many factors need to be considered.  
If standard values should be used, and represent the print characteristics in a good way the repro, 
proofing system and the printing processes would all have to aim at the target values. If the work 
process already were organised like that, standard values would probably be a good reference 
choice. Otherwise there are too many things that would need to be changed in order to make this 
choice suitable, at least for the purpose of this thesis. 

Test prints with patches on leftover space at the press sheets should probably provide the 
most accurate reference values. That alternative is unfortunately not a realistic option since it 
would be too time consuming to arrange within the scope of this thesis. Therefore the 
measurement data retrieved from the profile-file will be used. This means that it is assumed that 
the printing process has an acceptable stability and that the conditions at the time of the ICC-
profile creation can be recreated.  

In a state further on it should be considered to use measurements of actual, up-to-date test 
prints as reference, at least as an addition to the profile data. If the patches are placed on leftover 
space on press sheets there is no need for the test printings to be time consuming nor expensive.  

4.1.4. CHOOSING WHICH COLOURS TO TEST 
The most difficult task is probably to choose which colours to test. Several factors need to be 
considered to find a suitable compromise. On one hand there is the accuracy of the test, which 
will become better the more colours the test includes. On the other hand is the time factor. It 
cannot be too time consuming to measure and analyse the data.  

The test chart used to characterise the presses at SGQAB is the IT8.7/3. It was therefore 
decided to make a first limitation of the number of colours to the S7 and S8 basic targets. The 
targets sample the entire gamut and still do not include too many colours to make the analysis too 
complex. There are also other reports [17] [18] that use the IT8 basic block when testing digital 
proofing systems. 

WHY IS IT NOT ENOUGH TO TEST THE PRIMARY AND SECONDARY 
COLOURS? 
When controlling the press only the primary colours, black, and sometimes the secondary colours 
are tested. It is therefore easy to believe that the same method would be suitable when 
controlling colour proofs. This is not true; several more colours need to be tested since the 
CMM:s do not transfer colours linearly, and CMM:s from different manufacturers also perform 
differently. This means that even though the primaries look the same, differences can occur 
between colours within the gamut. The tested colours should therefore sample the gamut as 
evenly as possible and the more colours that are tested the higher the probability is to get a 
reliable result. 

Proofers use different ink types than presses and quite often the proofers use more than 
four colours. Cyan ink intended for a press might look visually different to cyan ink intended for 
an ink jet proofer. The primary and secondary colours are therefore important to test, but they do 
not alone produce a result reliable enough. 

TWO METHODS WITH DIFFERENT PURPOSE 
If the test chart is to be put on each and every proof, the 182 colours of the IT8 basic blocks are 
far to many. This means that some of the colours have to be selected to form a smaller test chart.  
There are many problems concerning the selection of these colours. The test chart has to be 
general, since the pages it is supposed to verify are unknown. It also has to contain as few 
patches as possible to reduce the time it takes to perform the measurement and analysis. 
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It is thought to be hard to find a compromise that gives a satisfactory result concerning both 
accuracy and number of colours. The idea will instead be to have two different approaches, one 
chart that contains all IT8 basic block colours and is intended for more profound analyses. The 
other chart should be small, containing only a selection of the colours and is supposed to offer 
quicker but not as certain analyses. The charts are intended to be used in different ways and these 
are discussed further in chapter 6.  A suggestion for a selection of colours to form the small test 
chart will be presented and motivated in chapter 4.1.4 “The small test chart”. The tests in chapter 
5 will then reveal if the selection is satisfactory.  

LARGE TEST CHART 
The large test chart is, as mentioned earlier composed of the IT8.7/3 basic blocks S7 and S8. The 
colours are evenly spread in the L*a*b*-space which is shown in figure 41. Each dot represents 
one of the colours and is visualised with the correct colour. 
 

 
Figure 40: The large chart. 

 

 
Figure 41: The large chart as dots in L*a*b*-space. Figure 42: The large chart as dots in the a*b*-plane. 

 

SMALL TEST CHART 
The primary and secondary colours are of course included in the small chart since they must be 
reproduced correctly if the proof should stand any chance of obtaining good quality (Table 2-1).  
The ability of reproducing chroma was also considered to be important and ten chromatic 
colours were therefore chosen according to a thesis authored by Robert Chung and Shih-Lung 
Kuo [22]. They use among others, ten chromatic colours from the IT8.7/3 basic targets to test 
the ability of colour matching with ICC-profiles. One more colour was also added to make the 
total number of colours even (Table 2-3). 
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Accurate reproduction of neutral colours is crucial if resemblance between proof and print 
should be obtained. Therefore six grey colours were chosen, three composed of a mixture of 
cyan, magenta and yellow ink and three consisting of only black ink (Table 2-4). 
Another important feature is the reproduction of gradations. Colours with forty and eighty 
percent coverage of the primary and secondary colours were therefore chosen (Table 2-2). No 
brighter gradation step was selected since the influence of the colour of the paper was considered 
to affect the measurement result too much. 

One patch is left uncoloured for the ability to measure paperwhite and finally three colours 
containing black ink were chosen since no such colours were included earlier (Table 2-5). 
The CMYK-values of the chosen colours are presented in figure 43. Altogether forty colours are 
included. 
 
1. Primary & 
secondary 

2. Gradations 3. Chromatic 4. Neutrals  5. Black ink 
mixtures 

[100  0  0  0] 
[0  100  0  0] 
[0  0  100  0] 
[0  0  0  100] 
[100  100  0  0] 
[100  0  100  0] 
[0  100  100  0] 

[40  0  0  0] 
[0  40  0  0] 
[0  0  40  0] 
[40  40  0  0] 
[40  0  40  0] 
[0  40  40  0] 
[80  0  0  0] 
[0  80  0  0] 
[0  0  80  0] 
[80  80  0  0] 
[80  0  80  0] 
[0  80  80  0] 

[40  100  40  0] 
[40  100  100  0] 
[0  40  100  0] 
[100  40  100  0] 
[100  40  40  0] 
[20  70  20  0] 
[20  100  70  0] 
[20  70  70  0] 
[70  20  70  0] 
[70  20  20  0] 
[40  40  70  0] 
 

[80  65  65  0] 
[40  27  27  0] 
[10  6  6  0] 
[0  0  0  80] 
[0  0  0  40] 
[0  0  0  10] 

[40  40  0  40] 
[40  0  40  40] 
[0  40  40  40] 

Table 2: CMYK-values of the colours of the small chart. 

 
Klaman suggests [8] that at least 30 colours, in addition to the primary and secondary colours 
need to be tested to be able to validate the accuracy of a colour proofing system. This chart fulfils 
that demand since 32 additional colours are included. 

In figure 44 and 45 the colours of the small chart are visualised. It can be seen that the 
colours of the small test chart are evenly spread in the L*a*b*-space. This is, as was mentioned 
previously important since the pages that should be tested have unknown colour content and 
therefore the entire gamut needs to be sampled.  
 

 
Figure 43: The small chart. 
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Figure 44: The small chart as dots in L*a*b*-space. Figure 45: The small chart as dots in the a*b*-plane. 

4.1.5. ANALYSING THE DATA 
To be able to analyse the data, a program was constructed using MATLAB. The user chooses 
two text files containing measurement data, one with reference data and one with colour proof 
data. A description of the supported text file structure can be found in the appendix, chapter 8.6. 
The number of lightness levels that should be tested is typed in the last text field. The analysis 
method is then chosen by ticking the right radio button depending on which chart the analysis is 
intended for. A more detailed user manual can be found in the appendix, chapter 8.5. 
Once the ok-button has been clicked the program performs calculations and presents the result 
in plots. The plots will be described in detail further on.  
 

 
Figure 46: The analysis tool. 

 
The analysis program is not optimised for handling user mistakes and produces no relevant error 
messages. A user-friendlier version could easily be developed but that is out of the scope of this 
thesis and the program is still useful for a competent user.  

The Euclidian distance, ∆E will be used to calculate the difference between colours. The 
CIE94 distance measure is implemented and can with small modifications be used instead.  
∆E was chosen since it is generally used and it was not enough time assigned to the project to 
ensure that another measure, such as CIE94 really would give a more accurate result.  
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In some of the following plots the tolerance levels [15] presented in table 3 are marked.  
 
∆E Explanation 
0-2 Perfect match 
2-6 Fair match 
6-9 The match could be fair or 

not, depending on several 
circumstances. 

>9 Not matching 
Table 3: Tolerance levels 

 
These tolerance levels should be seen as guidelines and serve as a starting point for further tests. 
They might be good but they might also need modifications. By gathering information over time 
they could be adjusted to suite the topical situation. The goal is to make the tolerance levels 
correspond well to visual appearance and also to find the level where the resemblance between a 
print and a colour proof is considered to be accepted.  

In the following part of the chapter the plots produced by the analysis tool will be 
presented. The analysis is divided into groups depending on which colours are tested and what it 
is intended to illustrate. For each group a paragraph called Theory is presented first. It justifies why 
the test is performed and what it intends to show. Then the paragraph Analysis shows example 
plots and explains how they should be interpreted. If the plots should be interpreted differently 
or look different for the small and the large chart this will also be stated and shown.  
 
The example plots come from comparing the reference data obtained from the ICC-profile 
SGR_LWC_030414.icc, which is used on a daily basis for web offset print simulation at SGQAB 
to a colour proof produced using Epson 10600. In this chapter they only serve as examples to 
illustrate how interpretations should be performed. A commented comparison and interpretation 
of them is found in chapter 5.3.  

As a starting point ∆E:s lower than six is considered to be approved.  

GENERAL ANALYSIS 
The general measurements include all colour patches and are supposed to give an indication of 
the general tendency of the proof or proofing system quality. Some statistics are also calculated to 
help form a general quality opinion.   

Theory  
If the general statistics is indicating a small difference between the proof and the reference data, it 
is more likely to be able to produce a print similar to the proof at optimal press conditions than 
otherwise. 

Analysis 
The analysis is quite intuitive, a low average ∆E and a low standard deviation is preferred, as well 
as a small percentage of patches with large ∆E. The min and max ∆E presents the size of the 
span in which the error is distributed.   
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STATISTICS  
Number of patches: 182 
Average ∆E: 5.0937 
Standard deviation: 2.9787 
Max ∆E: 14.4190 
Min ∆E: 0.8918 
Patches with ∆E > 6: 28.0220 % 
Patches with ∆E > 9: 12.6374 % 

Table 4: Statistics presented by the analysis tool. 

PRIMARY AND SECONDARY COLOURS 
It is intuitive to test the primary colours since they are the ones that can be controlled in the 
press. 

The primary and secondary colours can be used to figure out the general shape of the 
gamut. It shows if all proof colours fit within the reference gamut, which is essential if similarity 
between the two should be obtained.  

The coordinates of the primary and secondary colours can also be used to form 
approximations of the three dimensional gamuts.   

Theory 
The more similar the primary and secondary colours are, the more equal the gamuts will be 
shaped and the more possible it will be to print a reproduction that is similar to the colour proof.  

Analysis 
First a 3D-plot is produced to give a visual representation of the difference in shape (Figure 47). 
The reference gamut is grey and the proof gamut is red. The locations of the chosen a*b*-slices 
are also shown (L*=50 in this example).  
 

 
Figure 47: 3D plot of the gamuts. 

 
The 2D-plots of the slices give more detailed information on the gamut shape (Figure 48). By 
sampling the slices with a line that is moved in a circle, one degree at a time, a ∆E plot is formed 
and presented next to the plot of the slice. A small mean difference is preferred, as well as a low 
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standard deviation. The number of necessary slices and which L*-values should be used is 
decided by the user, but it is recommended to look at slices distributed along the entire L*-axis. 
  

 
Figure 48: 2D-slice at L*=50. 

 
The projection plot of a*b*-gamuts is used to compare the chromas (Figure 49). It is thought to 
be more important to obtain a match in chroma than in lightness. This makes it more important 
to have a good result in the chroma plot than in the ∆E difference plot, but it is of course still 
preferred that both results are as good as possible. 
 

 
Figure 49: a*b*-projection plot. 
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Figure 50: Bar-plot of the ∆E-ab and ∆E errors of C,M,Y,K,R,G and B.. 

 

CUMULATIVE RELATIVE FREQUNCY (CRF) 
The Cumulative relative frequency relates the reproduction ability of solid colour patches to the 
ability to reproduce images. This is of course of greatest importance for this method and 
therefore the CRF is thought to be an important analysis method. Chung and Shimamura [18] 
state that visual match between two colour images can be specified by the CRF-curve. The x-axis 
represents ∆E between two images (or in this case the proof and the reference data) and the y-
axis the percentage of the colour patches that have a value smaller than the current ∆E. 

The CRF curve is mostly used for comparison purposes, but a suggestion for tolerance 
levels was stated by Chung and Shimamura. The suggested curves can be seen in the plot. The 
blue curve is the tolerance level of interest for this application. The black curve, which represents 
the proof should end up on the left hand side of it if the similarity between them should be 
acceptable for proofing purposes. 

Theory 
If good tolerance levels are worked out the CRF-curve could be a useful tool when judging the 
image simulation capability of a proofing system. The stated tolerance levels may not be ideal and 
should be evaluated before being used. 
 
Analysis 
To be able to analyse the CRF-curve the tolerance levels have to be verified or other reasonable 
levels have to be worked out. Once this has been done the curve could be used as a simple and 
fast analysis tool. The closer to the tolerance level the curve is the better the possibilities are to 
produce a print similar to the proof. If the curve is on the left had side of the tolerance level an 
acceptable similarity should be most likely to achieve. 
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Figure 51: CRF-plot. 

 
The analysis of the small chart is performed in the same way as for the large patch. The lower 
number of tested colours will cause the plot to be a bit more angular. 

NEUTRAL COLOURS 
When an image should be reproduced as accurate as possible it is important to maintain the 
appearance of the neutral colours. Neutral colours reveal colour cast and the visual system is very 
sensitive to errors in such tones. Maintaining the neutral colours is also one of the main goals of 
most gamut mapping algorithms. It is therefore thought that the neutral colours should be good 
at indicating similarity between a print and a proof. It should therefore also be good to use in a 
situation like this, when testing if it is likely to print a reproduction similar to a colour proof. 
 
 
 
 
Theory  
The more similar the neutral colours of a proof are to the neutral reference colours, the more 
likely it is to obtain similarity between the colour proof and a reproduction printed at optimal 
press conditions. 

Analysis 
The analysis of the neutral colours is quite obvious. A ∆E that is as small possible is preferred as 
well as a small variation between the participating colours. 
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Figure 52: Bar-plot of the ∆E errors of the neutral tones for the large chart. 

 
When analysing the small chart fewer colours are tested but the analysis should still be performed 
the same way. 
 

 
Figure 53: Bar-plot of the ∆E errors of the neutral tones for the small chart. 

TONE REPRODUCTION 
A tone reproduction analysis [19] is done to figure out how well the tones of the original are 
reproduced. Problems with tone reproduction can cause prints to look lighter or heavier than the 
proofs.  

The lightness values of the reference are plotted on the y-axis and the lightness values of 
the proof are plotted on the x-axis. Markers that end up to the left of the red line represent a 
colour where the proof is lighter than the reference whereas markers on the right hand represent 
proof colours darker than the reference.  

Theory 
The better the tone reproduction the more likely it is to produce a print that is similar to the 
proof. It is considered to be a bigger problem if the proof is darker than the print. This is due to 
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the fact that the densities of the print probably would have to be increased to reach similarity. 
This could cause problems with trapping, smearing and loss of contrast in the dark areas. 
 
Example: A proof is generally darker than the reference values. The print will then probably look 
too light when the press is run with optimal settings. When the densities are increased to reach 
similarity there is a risk that the optimal level of ink coverage is passed. The result will be images 
with a lack of detail in the saturated areas. 

Analysis 
The colours should be positioned as tightly together and as close the red line as possible. It is 
preferred to have a proof that is slightly lighter compared to the reference than a proof that is 
darker. 
 

 
Figure 54: Tone reproduction plot of the large chart. 

 
The small chart should be analysed the same way as the large one. The difference will be that 
fewer dots will be present. 
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Figure 55: Tone reproduction plot of the small chart. 

 

CHROMA RATIO 
The Chroma ratio [19] is calculated by dividing the proof chroma with the reference chroma. The 
calculation is done for each reference colour whit chroma > 40.  
 

=
reference

proof

chroma
chroma

chroma ratio 

 
Since the chroma value represents the saturation of a colour, a value larger than one will indicate 
that the proof is more saturated than a print produced at optimal press conditions would be. If 
the proof is expected to be less saturated the value will be lower than one.  

Theory 
The better the tone reproduction the more likely it is to gain similarity between the proof and the 
print. It is worse if the proof is more saturated than the print. The reason for this is that if the 
proof is more saturated than the reference values, printed with optimal press settings, it will 
probably be difficult to reach the high saturation of the proof without influencing other colours 
or loosing quality in other parameters such as maximum ink coverage.   
 
Example: An image with saturated red areas is printed with a proof as target. The red colours of 
the proof are more saturated than the reference values representing optimal press settings, hence 
the chroma ratio for red colours are larger than one. When the press is set to print with optimal 
density values, the red areas will probably look dull compared to the proof. The printer then tries 
to change the settings to produce more saturated red areas. To increase the saturation of red the 
densities of magenta and yellow are increased, since red is composed of magenta and yellow. 
When doing this, blue and green colours will also be affected since they too are mixed using 
magenta. The result will be blue colours that turn slightly purple and green colour that turns 
more yellow.    
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Analysis 
All markers should be positioned as tightly together as possible and their values should be as 
close to one as possible. The optimal case would be to have all dots located at the red line, 
representing equal chroma. There is a more serious problem if the proof is more saturated than 
the reference and it is thought to be better if the colours that are too saturated are of different 
hues than of the same.   
 

 
Figure 56: Chroma ratio plot of the large chart. 

 
The analysis of the small chart should be performed in the same way. The difference will be that 
fewer dots are present. 
 

 
Figure 57: Chroma ratio plot of the small chart. 
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GRADATION 
A correct simulation of the tones is considered to be important. If the gradations of colours 
differ there might be problems with reproductions that appear to be lighter or heavier than the 
proof. 

Another phenomenon that sometimes causes problems is that bright colours disappear 
when a proof is produced. This means that the colour information exist in the digital material but 
is not shown in the proof. The consequence is that it will be impossible to gain similarity between 
the print and the proof.  
 
Example: If the digital original image has a very pale red coloured background that is showed as 
white by the proof there will be a problem. Colour information still exists in the digital material 
and will hence be transferred to the plate. This means that the print will have a pale red 
background, and no matter how the settings are changed it will simply be impossible to produce a 
completely white background. 

Theory 
It is thought that the more similar the gradations of the proof are to the reference gradations, the 
better the opportunities are to create a reproduction similar to the colour proof. There is also of 
greatest importance to make sure that none of the really pale colours disappear in the proof. 

Analysis 
The analysis is quite intuitive in this case. First there is an a*b*-plot showing the chroma (Figure 
58)  The more similar the cyan, magenta and yellow lines are to the black reference line the better 
the result of the gradation reproduction is. The same applies to the lightness-chroma plots 
(Figure 59). It is also important to look at the positions of the starting points, the more similar 
they are the better. If the starting point of the reference has a larger chroma value than the 
starting point of the proof there is a risk of the problem mentioned above, with colours that are 
not shown on the proof.  
 

 
Figure 58:  Plot of the CMY-gradations in the ab-plane for the large chart. 
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Figure 59:  Plot of the CMYK-gradations in the L*c-plane for the large chart. 

 
The small chart does not contain as many gradation steps as the large one. Still almost the same 
plots are produced and they should be analysed using the same criteria as above. In the plots of 
the small chart all markers representing an actual measurement is shown with a dot. In the plot of 
the large chart only the largest and smallest values are marked. The secondary colours have also 
been added in the a*b*-plot of the small chart (Figure 60) since an equal amount of information 
regarding the primary and secondary colours is available in this case. In the large chart several 
more gradation steps are available for the primary colours and a correct comparison will 
therefore not be possible to do. 
 

 
Figure 60:  Plot of the CMYRGB-gradations in the ab-plane for the small chart. 
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Figure 61:  Plot of the CMYK-gradations in the L*c-plane for the small chart. 

 
 

4.2. CHAPTER SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION  
In this chapter a definition of good quality in a colour proof context is formed. The hypothesis 
regarding the ability to measure colour proof quality by measuring single colour patches was then 
presented. The colours were limited to the IT8.7/3 basic blocks, S7 and S8 and two different 
charts were formed. One containing all S7 and S8 patches and the other only forty specially 
selected colours. Two different charts were formed since it is considered to be hard to find a 
compromise that is both reliable and not too time consuming to measure and analyse. The charts 
are both supposed to be part of the final method and will complement each other. The complete 
method is described in chapter 6.  

The colours of the small chart were difficult to choose. The selection is based on the 
thought that the entire gamut needs to be tested since the method should be general. It should be 
able to test any proof without any knowledge at all regarding its colour content. Previous research 
in the area and features influencing image quality was taken into account when the colours finally 
were selected. The tests in chapter 5.4 will then reveal if the choice is acceptable. 
The next step was to present the way the charts were intended to be analysed. The various 
analyses have been found in literature and reports and some of them are specifically developed 
for this purpose.  

The most difficult part is to establish good tolerance levels. Suggestions have been found in 
literature but tests are needed to verify that they are suitable for this purpose. The most 
important factor to test is the stability of the printing process, since the ability to keep it stable 
will be crucial when deciding on tolerance levels. It is useless to have tolerance levels smaller than 
the process variability. Suppose that the difference between all test patches in a test chart have to 
have values smaller than a certain ∆E for a proof and a print to be considered acceptably similar. 
This ∆E-value will then be used as a tolerance level when comparing proof measurements to 
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reference values. Then suppose that the process variability is larger than the tolerance level. If a 
proof is measured and its difference to the reference values is smaller than the tolerance level it 
will be considered possible to print a page that resembles that proof. If the process variability is 
larger than the tolerance level this will be impossible to guarantee. As long the variability within a 
press run is larger than the tolerance level the different sheets will possibly vary more than what 
is allowed. If the variability between press runs, for instance between the printings of different 
editions of a magazine, vary a lot, the tolerance level will still be valid. But it will be hard to find 
good reference values. 

This means that knowledge about the process stability is indispensable if good colour 
reproduction should be achieved. It also tells that to establish tolerance levels the printing 
process needs to be kept reasonably stable since it will not be possible to justify levels smaller 
than the process variability. 

The process of establishing tolerance levels also needs to be performed by testing during 
longer periods. The suggestions in this thesis might therefore need to be revised. In chapter 5.5, 
more thoughts about tolerance levels, based on the test results will be presented. 
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5. TESTING  

5.1. INTRODUCTION 
To be able to see if the suggested evaluation methods were performing well or not, tests needed 
to be performed. The purpose of the first test is to figure out the relevance of the method and to 
see if its indications corresponded to visual appearance. This was achieved by comparing a 
printed test form to colour proofs. The result is presented in section 5.2 “Test printing” 
The method is then used to evaluate three proofing systems by comparing their colour proofs. 
Further description is found is section 5.3 “Evaluation of three proofing systems”.  
The selection of colours to form the small chart is then evaluated in section 5.4 “Evaluation of 
the small chart” and finally the tolerance levels are discussed in section 5.5 “Tolerance levels” 
A summary of the entire method is then presented in chapter 6. 

5.2. TEST PRINTING 

5.2.1. INTRODUCTION 
The main purpose of the test printing was to gain an understanding of how measured differences 
in L*a*b*-space correspond to visual differences. A comparison between the result presented by 
the analysis tool and a visual judgement provides this.    

The first test print was also an opportunity to determine if the analysis tool, developed in 
MATLAB was working satisfactory and if the factors it was visualising were significant. 
 
The aim of the test printing is to answer the following questions:  
 

1. Do the measured differences between a proof and a print correspond to their visual 
differences? 

2. Is the analysis tool working properly and is it analysing significant factors?    
 
It is important to mention that visual judgement is highly personal and to gain a reliable result a 
test panel should be used. In this case though, since such a judgement needs to be carefully 
planned and controlled, it would be too time consuming to be arranged within the scope of the 
project. The visual judgement was instead performed by the author with some help of one of the 
production managers.  
 
To answer the questions prints with different characteristics were needed. These were obtained 
by trying to make the print resemble four different proofs. 

5.2.2. REALISATION 
The test sheet was printed in a sheet fed offset press with especially designed proof as target. The 
technical details are presented in table 5. Sheets were then randomly selected.  
The sheets were visually compared to the proofs in a correct viewing environment and the test 
charts measured using a GretagMacbeth SpectroScan. The measurement data was then analysed 
using the MATLAB tool.  
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Date: 2003-10-07 
Press: KBA Rapida 105 Sheet fed offset press 
Substrate: Gothic Art 115 g and Arctic Matt 130 g 
Spectrophotom
eter: 

GretagMacbeth SpectroScan 

Software: Quark Express, Adobe Acrobat Distiller, Adobe Photoshop, Adobe 
Illustrator, Measure Tool, Colour Tune Pro. 

Table 5: Technical details regarding the test printing. 

5.2.3. DESIGNING THE TEST SHEET 
The main idea of the test form-design was to repeat the same content four times. Four different 
proofs would then serve as target for one sheet section each.  
The IT8.7/3 S7 and S8 basic charts (1) were placed in the middle of the sheet to assure that they 
were printed as similar as the entire page as possible. 

Images of various kinds were chosen. The high key image (2) is mostly composed of light 
tones, and white. The neutral image (3) is chosen to reflect the ability to reproduce the neutral 
tones that is of such importance to the entire print quality. Then there are two images containing 
memory colours (4 and 5). Most people have seen blue sky, green grass and falu-red cottages (at 
least Swedes) many times. The colours are stored in the visual memory and errors in such colours 
are therefore vary easy to detect. The next image contains a gradation representing the entire 
spectra (6). If the gamut mapping causes any artefacts it can be seen in this image. It also shows 
the smoothness in colour rendition. Then images showing four different skin tones (7) are 
chosen. Such tones are sensitive and errors are easily detected. The last image (8) is difficult to 
reproduce due to its high saturation and many hues. 

In addition to this a bar (9) used by the colour control system attached to the press was 
included as well as vertical and horizontal test bars (10) used for controlling maximum  ink 
coverage, trapping and density.  

The background  (11) was covered with neutral grey (C=50 % M=40 % Y=40 % K=0%) 
to stabilise and increase the ink consumption across the sheet. 

 
Figure 62: The printed sheet. 
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5.2.4. THE ICC-PROFILES 
To produce the colour proofs, four different ICC-profiles were used. The first proof was made 
using a correct profile that simulates the intended press and is used on a daily basis at SGQAB. 
The other three were produced using manipulated profiles.  

The manipulated profiles simulated colour casts, one cyan, one magenta and the last one a 
yellow cast. 

The manipulations were made using “Colour Tune Pro” from AGFA, a program that 
among others enables alterations of ICC-profiles by changing the transfer curves for the tonal 
gradation of the  primary colours.  

One of the primary colours in each profile was altered at the 50 % level where the output 
was increased by 10 %. The result was proofs with visible colour shifts, one in the cyan, one in 
the magenta and one in the yellow direction. 

The proofing system has an internal profile system that converts colour information in 
L*a*b* to its own CMYK-values. This profile is adjusted to the characteristics and colorants of 
the proofer. The ICC-profile applied by the user, normally one that simulates the press is used to 
convert the CMYK-values of the page to L*a*b* data that is used by the internal system of the 
proofer, to convert to proofer-CMYK. The conversion that takes place is hence CMYK to 
CMYK with a middle stage in the device independent L*a*b*-space. This means that the 
manipulated profiles will fool the proofer to produce inaccurate results by providing it with 
erroneous L*a*b* values.   

5.2.5. PROBLEMS 
The basic idea of the test was to compare the analysis results of one print that matched the proof 
to one that did not. Unfortunately the supply of paper did not last long enough to achieve 
similarity between any of the proofs and the print. In retrospect the belief is that four similar 
parts were too many. The result would probably have been better if only two had been used, 
since the supply of paper was limited and it proved to be too time consuming to make all four 
parts look similar to one proof each. 

Two different substrates were used, one coated (Gothic Art) and one uncoated (Arctic 
Matt). The reason for this was to have the ability to investigate how the print was influenced by 
paper quality. This was not included in the scope of this thesis though, and only the Gothic Art 
prints were intended to be used.  

Since some problems occurred the result turned out to be better at the Arctic Matt 
substrate. The reason was that the supply of such paper was larger. Arctic Matt was also the first 
substrate used and when the paper was changed the press settings proved to be very unadjusted 
to Gothic Art and it took quite a while to find a suitable setting.  
The circumstances finally lead to the conclusion that it was better to analyse the Arctic Matt 
prints, since they were of better quality even though the profile used for the correct proof was 
adjusted to a coated substrate.   

5.2.6. RESULT 
Two Arctic Matt sheets were chosen and the analysis performed by first making a visual 
judgement and then looking at the measurement data.  

The first analysis was performed between the correct proof and two sheet sections printed 
with the correct proof as target and the second analysis between the proof with a red cast and 
two sections printed with the proof having a red cast as target. When selecting the prints one that 
resembled the proof well and one that did not was intentionally chosen.    
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The prints were compared to the corresponding proof one at a time, first visually and then 
by using the analysis tool.  
 
In table 6 the file names corresponding to the names of the proofs and prints used in the text are 
presented.  
 
NAME IN 
TEXT  

CORRESPONDING FILE 
NAME 

Correct proof proof1.txt 
Red proof proof3.txt 
Correct print 1 print11Matt.txt 
Correct print 2 print21Matt.txt 
Red print 1 print13Matt.txt 
Red print 2 print33Matt.txt 
 Table 6: File names. 

 
The result is that visual impression proved to correspond well to the analysis result.  

In the first case, where the correct proof was compared to correct print 1 and correct print 
2, the visual match was considerably better between the correct proof and the correct print 1 
than between the correct proof and the correct print 2. Its average statistics was better and the 
CRF-curve was steeper. The slices also showed a better conformance in shape. The tone 
reproduction of correct print 2 was much better though. Still it was an obvious indication that 
correct print 1 should resemble the proof the most. 

It should be mentioned that the visual difference between the prints in this case was quite 
obvious and might not be realistic. In a real situation the differences probably are smaller. 
 
 

STATISTICS 
 STATISTICS 

Number of patches: 182  Number of patches: 182 
Average ∆E: 7.0341  Average ∆E: 8.8925 
Standard deviation: 5.1310  Standard deviation: 4.1634 
Max ∆E: 26.0195  Max ∆E: 22.3889 
Min ∆E: 0.6807  Min ∆E: 1.0226 
Patches with ∆E > 6: 44.5055 %  Patches with ∆E > 6: 73.0769 % 
Patches with ∆E > 9: 25.8242 %  Patches with ∆E > 9: 44.5055 % 
Table 7: Correct print 1 compared to 
correct proof 

 Table 8: Correct print 2 compared to 
correct proof 

 
In the second case it was hard to tell which print visually resembled the red proof the most but 
red print 1 was after some hesitation considered to be slightly more similar than red print 2. The 
decision was confirmed by the analysis results, which also was more difficult to interpret than in 
the first case. The general statistics and the grey balance are better for red print 1. Chroma ratio 
and CRF-curve are also both slightly better for red print 1, but the general shape is on the other 
hand better for red print 2.  
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The difficulty of deciding which proof was the most similar was confirmed by the fact that 
the analysis result also was harder to interpret. This is a good thing since it indicates that the 
analysis result is pointing in the same direction as the visual judgement. 
 
 
 

STATISTICS 
 STATISTICS 

Number of patches: 182  Number of patches: 182 
Average ∆E: 6.6450  Average ∆E: 7.3927 
Standard deviation: 3.6473  Standard deviation: 2.8994 
Max ∆E: 18.4898  Max ∆E: 14.4624 
Min ∆E: 0.4469  Min ∆E: 1.7201 
Patches with ∆E > 6: 47.8022 %  Patches with ∆E > 6: 63.1868 % 
Patches with ∆E > 9: 18.1319 %  Patches with ∆E > 9: 31.8681 % 
Table 9: Red print 1 compared to red 
proof 

 Table 10: Red print 2 compared to red 
proof 

 
The first question the test was supposed to provide answer for was: 
 

 Do the measured differences between a proof and a print correspond to their visual 
differences? 

 
This test indicates so and the fact that many of the analysis methods are commonly used leads to 
the conclusion that this is an appropriate way of testing similarity between a proof and a print.  
It proved to be difficult to use the measurements to draw conclusions of what kind of visual 
difference there would be. But this is not necessary since the purpose of the test is to evaluate the 
quality of proofs and the proofing systems, not to predict how a print will look. 
   
The second question was:  
 

 Is the analysis tool working properly and is it analysing the significant factors?    
 

With some modifications the tool worked fine. It is believed that the analysis contains a little too 
many plots and that some information is presented several times. But it was still decided to 
include all plots since the information that is presented twice only clarifies the result. The 
analyses seem to be significant since the visual judgement and the test results corresponded well. 

5.2.7. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
The result of the test is satisfactory. It shows that the analysis of the measurement data indicates 
the same as visual judgement. A problem is that only two persons performed the visual 
judgement. The result will still have to be considered reliable since many of the analysis methods 
are commonly used.  

The conclusion is that the analysis tool is approved and can be further used without any 
major modifications.  
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5.3. EVALUATION OF THREE PROOFING SYSTEMS 

5.3.1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this evaluation was to investigate the relationship between analysis results and the 
general opinion among the users of the proofing systems. The result would also give more 
knowledge regarding the connection to visual appearance. Connecting analysis results to user 
opinions and visual appearance would provide more experience of the analysis functionality and 
this would in its turn create better ability to interpret the plots and to find out which plots are the 
most relevant. 

5.3.2. REALISATION 
The test involved three proofers: Fuji PictroProof, Epson 10600 and Canon W2200. The test was 
performed by letting each proofer print a test form. The form contained among other things the 
large chart (IT8.7/3 basic blocks). The chart was measured spectrally using a SpectroScan from 
Gretag McBeth and the result was then analysed using the MATLAB tool. A visual judgement of 
the test forms were made in addition to a visual comparison that was made between a verification 
print and proofs from Epson 10600 and PictroProof.  

5.3.3. DESIGNING THE TEST FORM 
The testform was composed of two photographic images, the large chart (IT8.7/3 basic blocks), 
grey balance fields and images containing gradations of cyan, magenta, yellow and black. It was 
made in two versions that contained different images. The reason was to be able to see how 
different images behave and to provide sufficient information when the final test form design 
should be decided upon.  

By looking at the gradation images (1) unwanted artefacts such as banding effects can be 
discovered. The grey balance patches (2) should also be judged visually. They are chosen similar 
to the target grey balance values for the presses at SGQAB. The images should also be judged 
visually and if possible compared to prints. The first test form shows the same image twice. The 
top one (4) was separated using the correct profile and the bottom one (5) using a profile 
allowing a larger gamut. This means that many colours of the bottom image will be non-
reproducible by the press. The way the proofer simulates the out-of-gamut colours was thought 
to be interesting to see.  

In the second test form one neutral image (7) and one high-key image also containing skin 
tones (6) were chosen. The large test chart (3) was obviously also included and should be 
measured spectrally and then analysed.  
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Figure 63: The testforms. Explanations to the figures can be found in the text. 

5.3.4. RESULT 
All plots referred to in this analysis can be found in the appendix Comparison of proofing systems, 
chapter 8.2. 

STATISTICS 
 

STATISTICS 
 STATISTICS 

Number of patches: 182  Number of patches: 182 
Average ∆E: 4.3104  Average ∆E: 5.0937 
Standard deviation: 1.8933  Standard deviation: 2.9787 
Max ∆E: 11.7600  Max ∆E: 14.4190 
Min ∆E: 0.5437  Min ∆E: 0.8918 
Patches with ∆E > 6: 18.6813 %  Patches with ∆E > 6: 28.0220 % 
Patches with ∆E > 9: 1.0989 %  Patches with ∆E > 9: 12.6374 % 
Table 11: PictroProof compared to 
SGR_LWC. 

 Table 12: Epson compared to 
SGR_LWC. 
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STATISTICS 
  

Number of patches: 182    
Average ∆E: 4.3595    
Standard deviation: 2.2299    
Max ∆E: 15.6120    
Min ∆E: 1.1779    
Patches with ∆E > 6: 18.1319 %    
Patches with ∆E > 9: 3.2967 %    
Table 13: Canon compared to 
SGR_LWC. 

  

 
The statistics show that PictroProof and Canon performed quite equal, Epson did a little worse. 
Still all of them have a ∆E that is smaller than six, which means that they are all approved 
according to the tolerance levels stated in chapter 4.1.5. The result indicates that visual 
differences are likely to occur but that they are within the tolerable range. 

Rating 
 

1. PictroProof 
2. Canon W2200 
3. Epson 10600 

PRIMARY AND SECODNARY COLOURS 
By looking at the 3D-plots and the slices it can be seen that PictroProof seems to have the best 
resemblance. The other two look good for large L*-values but differ more for the lower the L*-
values get. 

Rating 
 

1. PictroProof 
2. Epson 10600 
3. Canon W2200 

 

CUMULATIVE RELATIVE FREQUENCEY (CRF) 
None of the CRF-curves are approved according to the tolerance levels suggested by Chung and 
Shimamura [18]. But it is obvious that PictroProof and Canon performs better than Epson.  
It is difficult to say which one of PictroProof and Canon has the best curve but the PictroProof-
curve is generally steeper and hence considered to be the best. 

Rating 
 

1. PictroProof 
2. Canon W2200 
3. Epson 10600 
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CHROMA RATIO 
The Chroma ratio of Canon has the best concentration around the target value. The points of 
PictroProof and Canon are more spread, with the difference that Epson has almost no points on 
the right hand side of the target value. This means that no chromatic colours in the proof will be 
more saturated than a print produced with optimal press settings. Since it is thought that over 
saturation can be quite a large problem Epson is rated over PictroProof.   

Rating 
 

1. Canon W2200 
2. Epson 10600  
3. PictroProof  

TONE REPRODUCTION 
The tone reproduction result is quite similar for all three, though Epson can be considered to 
have a bit less concentrated dot distribution. All results are considered to be good and since the 
result was so similar no rating is presented here. 

GREY BALANCE 
The grey balance results were all within the acceptable level, except for one of the Epson bars 
that is slightly higher. Still, the ∆E-values are large enough to indicate that there might be a visual 
difference.   

Rating 
 

1. Canon W2200 
2. PictroProof 
3. Epson 10600 

VISUAL JUDGEMENT 
The visual judgement was made by looking at the test forms and trying to form an opinion on 
how well the various parts were printed, for instance, if any artefacts occurs or how well the grey 
balance seems so be.  

No disturbing artefacts could be seen but the gradations of the PictroProof were smoother 
than the gradations of the other two. The grey balance patches showed a significant difference 
for all three proofs an it was not possible to judge which on was the best. 
The visual judgement was performed with ideal lighting conditions. 

VISUAL COMPARISON 
The ideal visual comparison should be done by printing the test form and then compare those 
prints to the proofs. This kind of test printing was unfortunately not possible to perform. Instead 
the visual comparison was made using sheets from a another test printing. The goal of that test 
printing was to recreate the conditions valid when the measurement data that created the ICC-
profile SGR_LWC_030414.icc was collected. This means that the goal was to run the press with 
optimal settings. The press was set entirely using target density and dot gain values. Since the 
reference data used in all analyses is the SGR_LWC_030414.icc measurement data the conditions 
for a new test printing would be similar to the one already performed. There is therefore no need 
for a new test printing. A visual comparison between the already existing test prints and their 
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corresponding proofs will give the same result as a comparison between the test printing of the 
test form and their corresponding proofs would give.  

Unfortunately the comparison could only be performed for Epson and PictroProof since 
the Canon proofer no longer was available for proofing. 

The visual comparison was performed in ideal lighting conditions. The similarity was 
generally good even though there were visual differences, especially in the neutral areas. The 
PictroProof proofs were too saturated and the heavy red areas showed a blue cast. The over 
saturation was most visible in the saturated reddish areas. The Epson proofs were on the other 
hand a bit too unsaturated in some cases. This was not as disturbing as the over saturation of the 
PictroProof proofs though. The Epson proofs were considered to be generally more similar to 
the print than the PictroProof proofs. 

GENERAL OPINION OF THE USERS 
This part is quite unscientific but still interesting. Since the Canon W2200-proofer is not used at 
SGQAB it is not taken into account in this section.  

After having spent time among the people using the PictroProof and the Epson 10600 and 
by discussing the matter with some of them a feeling for the general opinion of the performance 
of the proofers was formed.  

Both systems were considered to be providing good enough press simulations but the 
saturated red and blue colours of the PictroProof-proofs often seemed to cause problems. 
Sometimes it was not possible print the same level of saturation and when blue and red colours 
appeared together there were a general opinion that blue tones could end up with a red cast, 
almost purple.  

The Epson 10600-proofs were by some considered to be easier to resemble in print.  

5.3.5. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

GENERAL DISCUSSION 
If the sections where ratings were possible to make are summarized the PictroProof seems to be 
the best proofer.  
 

Summarized rating 
 

1. PictroProof 
2. Canon W2200 
3. Epson 10600 

 
This rating is not supported by the visual comparison and that illustrates the importance of 
interpreting the plots and taking the aspects that is harder to rate into account as well. It should 
also be noticed that visual comparison is subjective and to get generally reliable results a panel 
consisting of several persons should perform the judgement. 

To be really interesting. the visual comparison should also include the Canon proofer. 
These downsides makes the connections to visual comparison hard to rely on.  

The general opinion that the Epson proofs were easier to resemble was verified by the 
visual judgement. It should be  interesting to look deeper into why this is the case when the 
rating shows differently. The importance of the chroma ratio discussed in chapter 4.1.4 could be 
one interesting factor. The problem regarding saturated red and blue colours on the PictroProof-
proofs is explained by looking at its chroma ratio plot. The colours that end up on the right hand 
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side of the red line and hence are more saturated are all reddish. This means that when the press 
is running at optimal conditions, red areas will most likely end up too unsaturated. To gain their 
saturation the amounts of magenta and yellow must be increased and this could explain the red 
cast in the blue tones. The blue colours are already saturated enough at optimal conditions and an 
increase of magenta will cause them to look purple. 

The chroma ratio of the Epson proof have almost no points at all on the right hand side, 
which means that almost no colours of the proof are simulated with too high saturation. This 
could explain why it is considered to be easier to gain similarity to the Epson proofs than to the 
PictroProof proofs; no colours are too saturated at optimal settings, which means that there is a 
larger span where the ink amount could be gained without causing casts.  

This states that a chroma ratio that is lower than one is to prefer. It also gives the chroma 
ratio a great importance and indicates that it can overrule almost all other indications if too many 
points end up too saturated. To confirm this more research is needed.  

The proofing system analysis part of the final method is explained in more detail in chapter 
6 and it states that the analysis needs to be performed by persons with high colour management 
skills. If such a person uses the analysis tool it can provide useful information even though the 
connection to visual judgement is not entirely clear. It is also important to note that all three 
systems are considered to be functioning well and that the main purpose of the analysis is to 
warn when a proof is not good enough. It would therefore be interesting to see how the system 
behaves when such proofs are tested.  

To conclude, as long as the measurements are complemented with the considerations 
discussed in this chapter they are still thought to have the ability to evaluate proofing systems. 
There is a need to further increase the experience of analysing proofing systems though. For 
instance is there a need for testing proofs with lower quality.   

TEST FORM DESIGN OPINIONS 
It is important to choose images that provide useful information regarding the current situation. 
Therefore the image areas of the test form will be left open and it will be up to the user to 
consider which image characteristic that is needed at the time. The other elements of the test 
form will be kept as they were. 
 

5.4. EVALUATION OF THE SMALL CHART 

5.4.1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of testing the small chart was to see if the choice of colours was suitable. The 
desired result was that an analysis of the small chart would be as similar as possible to an analysis 
of the large chart, assuming that both charts were printed next to each other on the same sheet.  

5.4.2. REALISATION 
Since the small chart is a subset of the large chart it was rather simple to test its performance. The 
result produced by analysing the large chart was simply compared to an analysis made using the 
same chart but only letting the subset that form the small chart take part.  

The statistics and the CRF-plots for the small charts were compared to statistics and CRF-
plots of the large charts. This way it was easy to see if the results corresponded the way they were 
intended to do. The comparison was made using the same measurement data as in the evaluation 
of the proofing systems.  
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The statistics and the CRF-curves were used since they were considered to be easy to 
compare. The other plots, except the ones based on the primary and secondary colours are also 
presented and will be commented briefly but they are a bit harder to compare since they will look 
differently. The plots based on the primary and secondary colours will be skipped since they will 
look identical.  

5.4.3. RESULT 
All plots referred to in this analysis can be found in the appendix Evaluation of the small chart, 
chapter 8.3. 
  
The statistics seem to correspond well for all proofers. 
 

STATISTICS 
 STATISTICS 

Number of patches: 182  Number of patches: 40 
Average ∆E: 4.3104  Average ∆E: 4.4566 
Standard deviation: 1.8933  Standard deviation: 2.2373 
Max ∆E: 11.7600  Max ∆E: 11.7600 
Min ∆E: 0.5437  Min ∆E: 0.8660 
Patches with ∆E > 6: 18.6813 %  Patches with ∆E > 6: 22.5000 % 
Patches with ∆E > 9: 1.0989 %  Patches with ∆E > 9: 2.5000 % 
Table 14: PictroProof compared to 
SGR_LWC. Large Chart. 

 Table 15: PictroProof compared to 
SGR_LWC. Small Chart. 

 

STATISTICS 
 STATISTICS 

Number of patches: 182  Number of patches: 40 
Average ∆E: 5.0937  Average ∆E: 5.1540 
Standard deviation: 2.9787  Standard deviation: 3.2056 
Max ∆E: 14.4190  Max ∆E: 14.4190 
Min ∆E: 0.8918  Min ∆E: 0.9739 
Patches with ∆E > 6: 28.0220 %  Patches with ∆E > 6: 22.5000 % 
Patches with ∆E > 9: 12.6374 %  Patches with ∆E > 9: 12.5000 % 
Table 16: Epson compared to 
SGR_LWC. Large Chart. 

 Table 17: Epson compared to 
SGR_LWC. Small Chart. 

 

STATISTICS 
 STATISTICS 

Number of patches: 182  Number of patches: 40 
Average ∆E: 4.3595  Average ∆E: 4.3169 
Standard deviation: 2.2299  Standard deviation: 2.6286 
Max ∆E: 15.6120  Max ∆E: 15.6120 
Min ∆E: 1.1779  Min ∆E: 1.1779 
Patches with ∆E > 6: 18.1319 %  Patches with ∆E > 6: 20 % 
Patches with ∆E > 9: 3.2967 %  Patches with ∆E > 9: 2.5000 % 
Table 18: Canon compared to 
SGR_LWC. Large Chart. 

 Table 19: Canon compared to 
SGR_LWC. Small Chart. 
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The appearance of the plots also seems to correspond well. Since the small chart is a subset of 
the large one some of the plots, for instance the tone reproduction and the chroma ratio will 
quite clearly show a similar but reduced version of the large chart. To evaluate them the ability of 
the small chart to represent the entire dot distribution of the large chart were considered to be 
most important.  

The CRF-curves had similar shapes but the smoothness of the plots of the small charts 
were clearly reduced.  

The gradation plots were a bit hard to compare due to their different appearance but no 
large deviations could be seen. In one of the Epson (App. Figure 93 and 94) and one of the 
PictroProof (App.figure 105 and 106) gradation plots the variation of the black component was 
lost in the small chart evaluation.  

There are not much to say about the plots of the neutrals since the small chart consist of 
six of the twelve patches of the large chart. 

5.4.4. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
The small chart provides information that presents the quality of the proof in a way that is similar 
to the way the large chart would present it. This means that the small chart gives a good 
representation of the large chart and can replace it in order to reduce the ink consumption and 
space required. 

A small chart will of course have difficulties providing the same reliability as a larger one. 
But since the chosen colours are evenly distributed across the gamut the resulting plots gives a 
result that is thought to be good enough to use in a test method.  
Another possible approach to handle the reduction of colour patches is discussed in chapter 
6.1.4. 
 

5.5. TOLERANCE LEVELS 

5.5.1. INTRODUCTION 
Meanwhile this thesis was written a verification test printing was arranged. Its purpose was to 
recreate the conditions that were valid when the measurement data for the creation of the ICC-
profile SGR_LWC_030414.icc were recorded. This means that the aim was to obtain the same 
measurement data as the data used as reference in this thesis. This gives an opportunity to 
control what kind of tolerance levels that can be reasonable. A real investigation should need to 
take more printings into account, but this test would still give a hint regarding the stability of the 
printing process and hence the minimum justifiable tolerance levels.   

5.5.2. REALIZATION 
An approved test print sheet was selected and measured spectrophotometrically. The result was 
then compared to the reference data, acquired from the SGR_LWC_030414.icc profile file. The 
difference would give an indication to the stability of the printing process and hence how small 
tolerance levels that is justifiable. Since this test only was performed on one sheet it is not very 
reliable. It mostly serves the purpose of telling if the tolerance levels suggested by literature seem 
to be a reasonable starting point for establishing adjusted tolerances.  
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It must be noted that this test only investigates the variability between press runs. It would 
also be interesting to test the variability within press runs, by comparing several sheets to each 
other. There was unfortunately not enough time to do that at all within the scope of the thesis.  

5.5.3. RESULT 
All plots referred to in this analysis can be found in the appendix Tolerance levels, chapter 8.4. 
 

STATISTICS  
Number of patches: 182 
Average ∆E: 4.4980 
Standard deviation: 2.8065 
Max ∆E: 19.4474 
Min ∆E: 0.8890 
Patches with ∆E > 6: 19.7802 
Patches with ∆E > 9: 7.1429 
Table 20: Verification print compared 
to SGR_LWC. Large Chart. 

 
The statistics as well as the plots indicate, as expected, that it is a difference between the two 
press runs. The CRF-curve does not fulfil the demands for printing validation. This indicates that 
the CRF tolerance level is too small. The other measures that have tolerance levels are all 
approved, except the green and blue overprints that show quite a large deviation. Still the most of 
the difference is in the L*-level and that is the least noticeable factor.   

5.5.4. ALTERNATIVE TOLERANCE LEVELS 
An alternative to fine tuning the tolerance levels stated in this report is to use the analysis result 
of an in-house proof that is considered to be obtainable as tolerance levels. This provides a 
simple and straight forward way of establishing reliable tolerance levels. It may not be as scientific 
and general as performing tests and combining them with visual judgement but it would be a 
much faster way of getting started.  

5.5.5. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
This chapter is not at all extensive but the result is still presented since it gives an introduction to 
how tolerance levels could be established in the future. At first extensive evaluations of stability 
between, as well as within press runs must be performed. The investigation of press variability 
must also be completed with visual judgements that are set in relation to suggested tolerance 
levels.  

It is important to remember that even though the goal is to reach a perfect match between 
print and proof it is impossible to suggest that small tolerance levels when performing a test. It is 
not justifiable to set tolerance levels smaller than the variance between press runs as well as 
within press runs. This leads to the conclusion that it is not possible to make a test that is as 
accurate that if a proof passes it, it will be possible to produce a print at optimal press conditions 
with no visual difference at all. A test can only indicate if it is likely to gain a match between 
proof and print.  

Establishing tolerance levels is difficult but there is a large difference between a system that 
is supposed to give a warning if something seems to be wrong and a system that is supposed to 
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guarantee a perfect result. This system should provide a warning and hence tolerance levels 
should be adjusted to that. Further research is still needed to be able to provide a good 
suggestion. In a situation where the method should be tested without having the possibility to 
spend time at establishing better tolerance levels it is suggested that the alternative method is 
used, that is measurement data from proofs considered to be of approved quality.   

5.6. CHAPTER SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
In this chapter four tests were presented, all of them trying to establish an understanding of the 
connection between technical measurements and visual appearance. This is known to be 
complicated and that is verified by these tests as well. One very important thing to consider when 
interpreting the results of this chapter is that most measurements were performed using single 
sheets. The result would be more reliable if averages of several sheets were used.  
Even though the tests presented uncertainties several patterns could be seen and the 
interpretations of the various plots can certainly provide useful information regarding both 
individual proofs and proofing systems. It is probably required that a person with high colour 
management skills performs the analysis though. 

The key to finding good tolerance levels lies in knowing the stability of the printing process 
and then to make further investigations regarding the connection between measurement data and 
visual appearance.   
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6. RESULT 

6.1. FINAL SUGGESTION FOR COLOUR PROOF 
QUALITY VERIFICATION - THE PROOF VERIFICATION 
METHOD 

6.1.1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
The final suggestion consists of a method composed of two parts with different purpose and 
different aim. They are supposed to be used together and complement each other in order to 
obtain a dialog with the customer regarding colour proofing, as well as to provide a way to 
technically measure the quality of proofs. 

The first step consists of an evaluation of the proofing system the customer intends to use. 
It is referred to as “Colour proofing system evaluation”. It requires a person with high colour 
management skills to perform the evaluation. The analysis process require both visual and 
technical judgement. It also requires experience of interpreting the various plots. The “Colour 
proofing system evaluation” is therefore quite time demanding, but it provides a reliable and 
profound picture of the quality of the proofing system of the particular customer.  

The test is performed by letting the customer make a proof of the predefined test form 
(read more about the testform in chapter 5.3.3) in exactly the same way they intend to produce 
proofs later on. The page is then measured and evaluated. If the proof does not live up the 
quality demands, or if it seems to be problematic in any other way, a dialogue with the customer 
can be started. The test form and the measurement data will serve as a starting point for the 
discussion. It is important to agree on how to approach the customers regarding this matter and 
the discussions also need to be documented in a formalised way.  

The “Colour proofing system evaluation” is suggested to be done about once a year , when 
a new contract is signed or if repeating problems occur. 

The second step of the method is to introduce a possibility to measure each and every 
proof. It is referred to as “Colour proof control” and is done by placing the small chart on each 
proof. Every page is not supposed to be measured but if something is suspected to be wrong or 
if the situation requires special control selected pages could easily be controlled. It could also be 
useful to regularly test randomly selected pages.  

Assuming that well adjusted tolerance levels have been established the test can be 
performed by a person with limited skills regarding colour management, this person can then 
alert someone with more knowledge if the test results are indicating low quality and further 
control is needed.   

The test could also be used to control the calibration and stability of the proofers.       
In this chapter follows a more profound description of the two steps. Then some important 
factors to consider before implementing the method are discussed. 

6.1.2. COLOUR PROOFING SYSTEM EVALUATION 

THE TEST CHART 
The test chart consists of the IT8/7.3 S7 and S8 basic blocks. This means that 182 patches are 
measured and analysed. This part of the evaluation method does not only consist of technical 
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measurements, it also includes visual judgement. The test chart is therefore part of an entire page 
that also consist of grey balance fields, images and gradations. An explanation to the test form 
design can be found in chapter 5.3.3. 

QUALITY PARAMETERS 
The analysis program produces several plots. Chapter 4.1.5 presents them in more detail and 
there can also interpretation instructions be found. The parameters selected to show the overall 
quality of a proof are: 

General tests 
 Calculation of statistics, for instance average ∆E and standard deviation of ∆E.  
 The CRF-curve, which shows the distribution of the errors. 

The primary and secondary colours 
 3D-plot of the gamuts composed by the volume created by connecting C, M, Y, R, G, B, 

K, and W. 
 2-D slices of the 3D-gamut at eligible, constant L-levels. 
 A projection plot of C, M, Y, R, G and B on the L=0 plane. 
 Bar plots that show ∆E for the chroma of the primary and secondary colours (a 

clarification of the projection plot mentioned above). The total ∆E:s are also displayed. 

Gradation 
 A plot showing the projection of the gradation on the L=0 plane. 
 The gradation plotted in the Lightness-chroma plane. 

Other image reproduction factors 
 Chroma ratio plot. 
 ∆E-plot of selected neutral colours.  
 Tone reproduction plot. 

 
The gradation fields should be visually inspected to discover banding effects and other artefacts. 
The parts of the grey balance fields should theoretically be as visually similar as possible but a 
more realistic way of judging them would be to compare their appearance to a printed sheet or an 
in-house proof that is considered to be of good quality. This is due to the fact that the two parts 
of the fields probably will not appear similar in print, even though that is the goal.  

The selection of images can differ depending on the situation. The first version of the test 
form presented here have two versions of the same image. The first one is separated using the 
SGR_LWC_030414.icc-profile and is therefore adjusted to be printed on certain paper qualities 
at certain presses at SGQAB. The second one is separated using a profile with a gamut that is 
wider than the press gamut. The proof is then expected to show a satisfying looking simulation of 
the first image. The second image should on the contrary be simulated with a worse appearance 
showing loss of detail in the saturated areas. 

The second test form version has two images of different character, both are correctly 
separated. These images are selected to test as many aspects of the proofer ability as possible. 
Skin tones, highlights, shadows, highly saturated areas and neutrals are all included and are all 
considered to be of importance when it comes to image quality.  
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Figure 64: The testforms 

 

PURPOSE  
The purpose of this test is to gain knowledge about the quality of the proofs that will delivered 
by the customer. Analysing the test page provides a way of discovering problems prior to the 
production start. This gives a good chance to solve the problems and avoid colour related 
problems and disappointed customers. 

The customer may also change the way they produce their proofs and suddenly the proofs 
may be of reduced quality. The customer can then be asked to print an additional test page and 
the analysis result can be compared to the original results. The quality change might not even be 
of the customers’ knowledge, their proofer might be in need of calibration or the company they 
hire to produce proofs may have changed their production method without notification. 
Introducing a discussion regarding colour management at an early stage will not only give 
SGQAB increased technical knowledge about the proofing system of the customer, it will also 
give an increased understanding of the taste and  general opinion of the customer, regarding 
colour reproduction. This is of importance since colour is such a subjective area. One customer 
might prefer images to be as saturated as possible at the expense of the accuracy of plain 
coloured areas, whereas another customer might find the correctness of their logotype colour to 
be most important. This knowledge can be very useful if problems occur and compromises needs 
to be done while printing. 

IMPLEMENTATION 
The implementation of the “Colour proofing system evaluation” requires a spectrophotometer, 
preferably a SpectroScan with the ability to save the measurement data in text files that can be 
read by the analysis tool.  

A decision regarding which images to place in the test form must also be taken. It is 
important to think through what kind of information the images should provide and how the 
judgement should be performed in order to get hold of that information. 

In addition to these technical aspects it is of greatest importance to formalise the customer 
communication regarding the matter. It should be specified when customers should be contacted 
and how they should be approached. Since colour is such a subjective matter and since the 
knowledge regarding colour management is very varying, simply calling the customer and telling 
them that their proofs are not good enough will not be a good solution. A discussion suitable for 
the customer’s need and knowledge must instead be initiated and adjusted to the situation. 
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Even though this process might be time consuming it will probably be profitable in the long run, 
if low quality proofs can be avoided. It also gives the customer a good impression if a serious 
approach to colour management is presented already in the first stage of the co-operation.  

An important aspect that must be avoided is to give the customer an impression that the 
analysis of the test page gives a guarantee to a perfect printing result. This will not be a problem 
as long as the way of approaching the customer is carefully planned and well reasoned.  

The responsibilities and communication paths within the company regarding these matters 
must also be formalised if the implementation should be successful.  

6.1.3. PROBLEMS 
Some problems with the colour proof system evaluation is that it must be assumed that the 
customers keep their proofers calibrated and that the settings remain unchanged throughout the 
period between the tests. It is also assumed that the proofers are stable, with may not be the case. 

6.1.4. COLOUR PROOF CONTROL 

THE TEST CHART 
The test chart of the ”Colour proof control” consists of a chart referred to as the small chart. It 
consists of 40 colour patches selected from the IT8.7/3 basic blocks. A detailed explanation to 
the design of the small chart is also found in chapter 4.1.4. 
 

 
Figure 65: The small chart. 

AN ALTERNATIVE WAY OF FORMING A SMALL CHART 
Since the reduction of the number of colours used in the evaluation reduces the reliability of the 
result it is interesting to consider an alternative solution. This solution is only possible when a 
product consists of several pages and proofs are made for most of them.  

The idea in this case is to use small variable charts. The large chart is divided into some 
number of small ones and then the charts are varied when attached to the pages before proofing. 
This method assumes that the proofer is stable and that the measurements coming from different 
proofs can be added and looked at as one large chart.  

The advantage is that smaller charts can be used and hence less space and ink is required. 
More colours can also be included in less space.  

This method requires software that has the ability to automatically swap chart while placing 
them on the pages. The analysis tool would need to be altered and this makes it bit more 
complicated than using only one chart. Still this is a method that could be considered.   

QUALITY PARAMETERS 
The examined parameters are the same as in the Colour proofing system evaluation. A more detailed 
presentation is found in chapter 4.1.4.    

PURPOSE 
The Colour proof control is supposed to give the opportunity to test individual proofs on a daily 
basis. It should provide a warning if it is unlikely to obtain a result similar to the proof when 
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printing. The chart should be present on all proofs but it will of course not be possible to test 
each and every page. One approach could be to test randomly selected pages on a regular basis 
and complement with extra tests for productions which have a problematic past or are 
considered to be difficult in a colour context. 

IMPLEMENTATION 
The introduction of the ”Colour proof control” is more complicated than implementing the 
”Colour proofing system evaluation”. The implementation requires the same technical equipment 
as the large chart but another type of spectrophotometer which is faster and more flexible should 
be useful.  

The great challenge is to figure out a good way of placing the chart on the proofs. This has 
to be done by the customer and it must therefore require almost no effort. It must also be clear 
that the chart is a part of the page in order to know that it gets colour managed in exactly the 
same way as the rest of the page.  

This is not a simple task and requires further investigation. The conclusion reached in this 
report, with only giving the matter a short consideration is that the best way of making customers 
place the chart on the proofs is to develop a program that automatically adds the chart by altering 
the code of the pdf-document. The program could be activated by placing the finished pdf-files 
in a hot-folder. Then no real effort is required of the customer and the chart will become colour 
managed the same way as the rest of the page since it can be controlled how it is added to the 
pdf-document.  

This way of adding the chart would provide some additional possibilities discussed in 
chapter 6.3. 

This method will of course also require a well reasoned customer approach. A formalised 
way of handling the information obtained by the analyses within the company must also be 
worked out.  

6.1.5. DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE TWO APPROACHES 
The two methods have different areas of use. The Colour proof control is intended to be used on 
a daily basis and should only provide a warning if something seems to be wrong. Therefore it is 
acceptable to use the small chart. The Colour proofing system analysis should on the other hand 
give more information regarding the overall capability of a proofing system and it therefore 
requires a larger chart and a larger analysis effort.  

Together the two approaches will complement each other and provide a good way of 
controlling the quality of proofs delivered by customers.  

6.1.6. REDUCING THE ANALYSIS EFFORT 
The analysis program produces quite a lot of plots and most of it requires a person that is skilled 
within colour management to perform the analysis. Sometimes it would be useful to do the 
analysis with less effort.  

It is a possibility that this could be done by looking at the CRF-curve, the chroma and the 
2-D slices. The only thing that is required is that a better tolerance level is set for approval of the 
CRF-curve. The relevance of the chroma ratio would also need further investigations. This 
analysis would of course not be as profound as when looking at all plots but to a less skilled 
person or when there is a lack of time it would be advantageous. 

The CRF-curve gives a general picture of the distribution of the difference of all colours 
and the slices gives a good indication of the similarities in shape. If a good tolerance level, which 
is related to visual appearance, were to be worked out the CRF-curve would hopefully provide a 
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good overall analysis that could be done by a less skilled person. If the result turns out to be bad 
a skilled person can be consulted and further analysis be performed. 

The problems regarding the connection between the CRF-curve and visual appearance 
would need more considerations to be either confirmed or dismissed. 

6.1.7. PROBLEMS 
It will be problematic to find a good way of attaching  the chart to the proof and still remain sure 
that the chart gets colour managed in the same way as the rest of the page.  
Further testing must also confirm that the analysis result provides a good enough connection to 
visual appearance.  

6.2. REQUIREMENTS BEFORE IMPLEMENTATION 
There are several aspects that need to be considered before implementing the Proof verification 
method. Some are directly related to difficulties that might occur in the implementation process. 
Others are matters with no direct connection to the method but that still have impact on the 
usefulness and functionality of the method. 

6.2.1. THE PRINTING PROCESS STABILITY 
If the printing process cannot be held stable and therefore produces uneven quality there is really 
no use bothering about controlling the proofs. Ability to control the printing process is probably 
the most difficult part of the colour management process, since it is such a large amount of 
factors that influence the presses. Theoretically it seems easy to print with predefined values of 
density and dot gain and then obtain a stable result. In practice the behaviour of the presses are 
more complex and the need for skilled and experienced operators are crucial. It sometimes seems 
like this aspect is forgotten, which is strange since inability to keep the presses stable means that 
all prepress colour management work will be a waste of time.  

The stability of the printing process is also a crucial factor when deciding on tolerance 
levels. If the process is too unstable, tolerance levels with a reasonable visual similarity will not be 
justifiable to establish. 

The conclusion to be drawn from this is that an evaluation of the printing process stability 
should be performed before considering to start using the Proof verification method. If the 
stability evaluation indicates large quality variation it is probably more important to focus on 
solving the stability problems rather than introducing the proof verification method.  

6.2.2. PROOFER CALIBRATION AND STABILITY 
Even though the printing process is more likely to run into problems regarding stability it is also 
important that the proofing process is stable. At least if the Colour proofing system evaluation 
should be reliable and useful. It is also important to regularly control the calibration of the 
proofer. The Colour proof control part of the method is able to detect such problems since it 
tests particular proofs. In the case of evaluating the proofing system it must be assumed that the 
proofer will maintain the same characteristics as it had at the time of the measure.  
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6.2.3. PRINTER SKILLS AND MAKEREADY TIME 
The proof verification method indicates if it is likely to obtain a print that is similar to a particular 
proof. Even though it may be technically possible to reach similarity there are other factors that 
may limit this ability.  

The printer always has a pressure to keep the make-ready time as short as possible. This 
limits the time available to fine-tune the press and requires the printer to have extensive colour 
mixing skills, talent and experience of how various image characteristics influence its overall 
appearance. This shows that it is important to make sure that the printers are well educated and 
since a lot of skill is thought to be obtained through experience it must also be possible for them 
to develop continuously and learn from each other. 

It is also important to clarify how problems reaching similarity between proof and print 
should be handled when they occur.  

6.2.4. CUSTOMER COMMUNICATION 
Before implementing the method a model for customer communication has to be figured out. 
This can probably be done successfully in various ways but there are some questions that one 
should be able to answer before starting to use the method. 
 

 How should the customer be introduced to the new routines in order to understand the 
advantages their extra effort will result in? 

 How should misunderstandings be avoided?  
 How should a customer be approached if the tests indicate that the proofs are of too low 

quality? 
 How should situations where the customer will not change their proofing routines be 

handled? 
 How much help, without any cost, should the customer be offered? 
 Who should be responsible for the customer communication? 
 How should customers that are not willing to do the additional work be handled?  

 
These questions will hopefully provide a starting point for a discussion regarding the customer 
contact induced by the implementation of the method. 

6.2.5. COMMUNICATION WITHIN THE COMPANY 
The communication within the company also needs to be thought through. Using the method 
will produce large amounts of information that has to be handled by someone. If no one is 
responsible for using the new information, the method will end up being a cost that does not 
provide the organisation with any value. 

Some important questions are considered to be necessary to answer before implementing the 
method. 
 

 Who is responsible for handling problems regarding colour? Each department or step in 
the production process should be assigned a responsible person and it should be known 
by the others that this is the person to contact if problems occur.  

 How should the responsible persons handle problems? 
 Which persons within the organisation need to be notified regarding colour problems and 

when should the customer be contacted? 
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 How should the printer handle situations where similarity between proof and print seems 
unobtainable? 

 How should one communicate, formal meetings, e-mail, telephone or by meeting in the 
corridors? 

 
Formalisation of the communication and the responsibilities is what really is important. The 
questions can serve as a starting point for beginning the process of documenting responsibilities 
regarding colour management. The communication could for instance be formalised by pre-
defining communication paths.   

6.2.6. IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY 
Before starting the implementation the process should be planned and all persons that will be 
influenced should be informed, both customers and employees. This is important for the 
acceptance of the method.  

The implementation strategy must be adjusted to the organisation and it is therefore hard 
to give any instructions other than that the process must be carefully planned and documented. It 
should not be forgotten that the success of using the method is strongly dependent on the people 
using it. They must accept it and understand why they are using it. This is obtained by extensive 
information to the involved people, prior to the introduction. 

6.2.7. KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT 
The method will generate lots of new information that needs to be taken care of. The way this is 
done must be effective and useful. This means that it must give more than it costs in terms of the 
work effort required gathering and documenting the information as opposed to the value added. 

This must also be solved in a way that suits the organisation. Perhaps there already exist 
some kind of knowledge management system that can be used.  

It is difficult to say which parts of the information that is important to store. Customer 
contact is something that should be important to most organisations to document though.  
Decisions or special wishes of the customer, for instance to focus on reproducing logotype 
colour correctly must be documented. The result of the colour proofing system evaluation also 
needs to be stored. It is then possible to compare it to new measurements and discover 
differences that might be causing problems. 

A knowledge management system could be anything from a complex computerised system 
to some files with pre-defined forms to fill out by hand. The important thing is that it works and 
suits the organisation in a way that the extended amount of information adds value to the 
organisation. 

6.2.8.  IMPLEMENTATION STEPS 
The following section will present a suggestion regarding the introduction of the method. This 
will be done by suggesting a way of splitting up the implementation process in steps. 

1. EVALUATE THE STABILITY OF THE PRINTING PROCESS 
Since the stability of the printing process is crucial when it comes to deciding if the method 
should be implemented at all the first step should be an evaluation of the process stability. If it 
proves to be satisfying the implementation process can continue. In this stage it can also be of 
importance to review the skills of the printers and if it is necessary provide further education. 
It would also be interesting to investigate the possibilities to introduce stability control that is 
performed on a regular basis.  
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2. IMPLEMENT THE COLOUR PROOFING SYSTEM EVALUATION 
The first step of the method is rather easy to implement. It requires no additional development 
of software and will therefore not cause any large costs. The costs that will occur will originate 
from the time consumed when establishing an implementation strategy, working out 
responsibilities and formalising the communication regarding the matter. 

It is important to start the process in a good way and it is therefore important to focus on 
information at this stage. All people that might be influenced by the change should be given 
information and possibility to present their opinions regarding it. 

It is recommended that one customer is selected for a first trial. The images on the test 
forms should then be selected to suit their production. Once this has been done the customer 
could be handed the files containing the test pages and the evaluation could start in accordance to 
the implementation strategy. 

In this stage it is important to make frequent evaluations and depending on the test result 
decide on how to continue.  

3. EVALUATION 
Evaluate the introduction of the colour proofing system evaluation. If it is working satisfying the 
implementation process should continue.  

4. IMPLEMENT THE SECOND STEP ON IN-HOUSE PROOFS 
This step involves starting to use the colour proof control by placing the small chart on the in-
house proofs. This can most likely be done without developing additional software and is 
therefore a good and inexpensive way of testing the second step of the method. 

One or a few products should be selected and measured. The measurements should then 
be related to the visual comparison between the proofs and the prints. This is probably the best 
way to fine-tune the tolerance levels since it takes the visual appearance into account.  
Performing the colour proof control on real products is important since it will provide extensive 
amounts of information that can be used to evaluate the method. One problem with this is that 
the proofs produced in-house already are of good quality and situations where the system should 
provide a warning may not occur. To rectify this, proofs where errors are introduced by for 
instance using erroneous ICC-profiles could be produced, measured and then visually compared 
to the printed result.  

At this point it is also important to establish effective measurement and analysis 
procedures. 

5. EVALUATION 
At this stage the entire method has been tested. It is then natural to perform a profound 
evaluation and if the method is considered to work properly, or if it can be adjusted to work 
properly, the process of introducing it on a daily basis can be initiated. 

The evaluation is of special importance since the following steps involve more costs than 
the others. Software to place the chart on the page must be developed and the customers must be 
introduced to the new procedure.  

6. START USING THE METHOD WITH ONE CUSTOMER 
If it is possible, one customer who has the will and the technical ability to place the chart on their 
proofs without additional software should be involved in the process as a case study. The proofs 
delivered by that customer can then be analysed and the method will be tested live, without 
having to spend time and money to develop any software. Even though it may sound like a 
strange wish, but some of the delivered proofs will hopefully be of too low quality. This will give 
important experience and really test the ability of the method.   
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The experiences from the case study should serve as foundation to a decision if the method 
should be taken into full use and be integrated with all customers.     

7. SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT AND INTEGRATION PLANNING  
The final step consists of developing the software needed to place the chart on the page. It also 
consists of a large planning part where the introduction of the new method should be structured. 
 
Constant evaluation is very important when starting to use a new system, since the functionality 
of the system in the existing situation is hard to predict. The method is also in need of further 
testing, especially regarding tolerance levels before it can be implemented. 

6.3. ADDITIONAL USAGE 
A program that alters the code of the pdf-documents in order to place the small chart in the page 
could be used for other purposes as well. When accessing the file it would be possible to give the 
page a digital signature. The signature would have at least two areas of application. As a first step 
the existence of the signature would reveal if the patch has been added to the page in the correct 
way. The second step would be to use the signature to verify that no alterations were made to the 
digital file after the delivered proof was produced. This could be done by letting the program that 
add the patch, also place a variable containing the signature on the proof. The signature will then 
get printed at the proof and could be compared to the signature within the file. If they are the 
same, the proof originates from the delivered file. This process gives the opportunity to exclude 
one problem factor, namely the possibility that the digital file has been altered after the proof was 
produced.  

Having the ability to measure and control proofs also provides an additional possibility to 
control the calibration of the proofing system without using its internal calibration system. 

6.4. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
This chapter concludes the findings in this study and presents a suggestion for a two step method 
of verifying the quality of colour proofs. It also presents several things that are important to 
consider before implementing the method. 

The most important learning is probably that colour management is difficult since 
appearance of colour is subjective and since there are such a large amount of factors that 
influence the final visual appearance. It is hard to establish rules for what is right and what is 
wrong when it comes to subjectivity. A technical way of measuring colour is a good start but it 
cannot function alone. It must be complemented with discussions, with the customers as well as 
within the organisation. Knowing technical details regarding the proofs can also be a good 
support when trying to figure out the cause of colour related problems. 

It is important to make sure that the organisation has the ability to take care of the 
information generated if the method is implemented. The additional work required to perform 
measurements, handle and make use of the new information must give more value to the 
organisation than it costs. If the implementation process is well planned and the method is 
adjusted to the organisation it is more likely that a positive value flow will be obtained.     

Regarding the analysis tool better tolerance levels are needed, as well as further tests to 
investigate the connection to visual appearance. It would also be interesting to consider trying 
another distance measure, for instance CIE94, to see if the result will be better connected to 
visual appearance. 
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It is important to remember that the main task of the suggested method is to provide a 
warning if something seems to be wrong. It will not have the possibility go give and guarantees, 
for instance, problems regarding similarity of large plain coloured areas will be extremely difficult 
to test and therefore still probably likely to occur. This is a difficult problem to solve but a 
printed colour guide, where known CMYK-mixings are shown, could help the customer select 
proper ways to mix their colours.   

This thesis assumes that the use of hard proofs will continue. This is probably the case, 
since it still is a requirement from many customers. A different approach to traditional proofing 
is to skip the paper proof and instead verify pages using the screen. The printing is then 
performed using standard density values. This is probably the future way of doing proofing since 
it is financially more appealing. The use of soft proofing as an alternative should hence be 
considered when deciding if an investment in developing a proof verification method should be 
done. If soft proofing is believed to take over in a near future there might not be worth 
developing the method at all. 

6.5. RECOMMENDATIONS 
It is recommended that the method is further tested before an implementation process should be 
initiated. First to establish that the method provides such reliable results on real proofs that it is 
worth using and secondly to conclude tolerance levels. One possibility would be to perform these 
tests while starting to use the first step of the method in co-operation with some customer. This 
would provide live data that would be of importance when establishing tolerance levels. 
According to me this would be a good solution but it requires that the users also are certain of 
the future usefulness of the method. 
  The implementation steps presented in this chapter are general and may not be ideal, but 
they can still serve as an overview on how an implementation process might turn out to be 
designed. The most important thing to do is to constantly ask if the method gives more than it 
takes. Of course periods of introduction will be confusing and time demanding but once the 
process has stabilised the question of value addition must be investigated.  

A good complement to the Colour proof verification method would be a printed colour 
guide containing predefined CMYK-mixings. Even though the method might be used there 
probably still will be difficult to gain similarity at large areas of plain colour. A colour guide would 
help the customer to pick the right colour mix for the colour they wish to achieve. 

6.5.1. MARKETING AND COMPETITION  
The colour management routines that is in use today could be combined with the colour proof 
verification method and a colour guide to form a colour management kit. Such a kit would 
provide a competition tool and would also be a useful in marketing situations. 

6.6. CONCLUDING WORDS 
Colour management is difficult. Several factors influence visual appearances and some of the 
factors are not fully understood yet. The subjectivity of colour and image judgement also makes it 
hard to establish recommendations for what a good colour reproduction result means. Technical 
methods, such as the colour proof verification method can be a good help to control colour 
reproduction quality but it is not until the technology is combined with the knowledge and 
experience of the printing staff that it becomes really useful. The purpose of this thesis was to 
investigate the possibility of finding a method for measuring the quality of a proof. A suggestion 
for such a method is presented but further testing is needed to complete it. To succeed in colour 
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proofing, technical tools and experiences must be combined with the various opinions of the 
customers and the only tool with the ability to link these diverged factors together is 
communication. 
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8. APPENDIX  

8.1.  TEST PRINTING 
Since no reference data is used in this case, both measurements are based on real measurements. 
This brings that the figure description gets incorrect and an alternative interpretation is needed. 
The reference data is replaced with the measurements from the printed sheet and the proof data 
still represents the proof used as target when printing. 
 
Reference: Correct print 1 
Reference: Correct print 2  
Proof: Correct print 
 

 
App. figure 1: 3D-gamut. Correct print 1 compared to Correct proof. 
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App. figure 2: 3D-gamut. Correct print 2 compared to Correct proof 1. 

 
App. figure 3: a*b*-slice for L=35. Correct print 1 compared to Correct proof 1. 
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App. figure 4: a*b*-slice for L=35. Correct print 2 compared to Correct proof 1. 

 
App. figure 5: a*b*-slice for L=50. Correct print 1 compared to Correct proof 1. 
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App. figure 6: a*b*-slice for L=50. Correct print 2 compared to Correct proof 1. 

 
App. figure 7: a*b*-slice for L=65. Correct print 1 compared to Correct proof 1. 
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App. figure 8: a*b*-slice for L=65. Correct print 2 compared to Correct proof 1. 

 
App. figure 9: a*b*-plot. Correct print 1 compared to Correct proof 1. 
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App. figure 10: a*b*-plot. Correct print 2 compared to Correct proof 1. 

 
App. figure 11: ∆E-chroma and ∆E for C, M, Y, K, R, G and B. Correct print 1 compared to Correct proof 1. 
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App. figure 12: ∆E-chroma and ∆E for C, M, Y, K, R, G and B. Correct print 2 compared to Correct proof 1. 

 
App. figure 13: CRF-curve. Correct print 1 compared to Correct proof 1.  
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App. figure 14: CRF-curve. Correct print 2 compared to Correct proof 1. 

 
App. figure 15: Neutral tones. Correct print 1 compared to Correct proof 1. 
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App. figure 16: Neutral tones. Correct  print 2 compared to Correct proof 1. 

 
App. figure 17: Tone reproduction. Correct print 1 compared to Correct proof 1. 
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App. figure 18: Tone reproduction. Correct print 2 compared to Correct proof 1. 

 
App. figure 19: Chroma ratio. Correct print 1 compared to Correct proof 1. 
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App. figure 20: Chroma ratio. Correct print 2 compared to Correct proof 1. 

 
App. figure 21: Chroma of CMY-gradations. Correct print 1 compared to Correct proof 1. 
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App. figure 22: Chroma of CMY-gradations. Correct print 2 compared to Correct proof 1. 

 
App. figure 23: Lightness-chroma for CMYK-gradations. Correct print 1 compared to Correct proof 1. 
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App. figure 24: Lightness-chroma for CMYK-gradations. Correct print 2 compared to Correct proof 1. 
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Reference: Red print 1 
Reference: Red print 2 
Proof: Red proof  
 

 
App. figure 25: 3D-gamut. Red print 1 compared to Red proof. 

 
App. figure 26: 3D-gamut. Red print 2 compared to Red proof. 
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App. figure 27: a*b*-slice for L=35. Red print 1 compared to Red proof. 

 
App. figure 28: a*b*-slice for L=35. Red print 2 compared to Red proof. 
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App. figure 29: a*b*-slice for L=50. Red print 1 compared to Red proof. 

 
App. figure 30: a*b*-slice for L=50. Red print 2 compared to Red proof. 
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App. figure 31: a*b*-slice for L=65. Red print 1 compared to Red proof. 

 
App. figure 32: a*b*-slice for L=65. Red print 2 compared to Red proof. 
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App. figure 33: a*b*-plot. Red print 1 compared to Red proof. 

 
App. figure 34: a*b*-plot. Red print 2 compared to Red proof. 
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App. figure 35: ∆E-chroma and ∆E for C, M, Y, K, R, G and B. Red print 1 compared to Red proof. 

 
App. figure 36: ∆E-chroma and ∆E for C, M, Y, K, R, G and B. Red print 2 compared to Red proof. 
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App. figure 37: CRF-curve. Red print 1 compared to Red proof. 

 
App. figure 38: CRF-curve. Red print 2 compared to Red proof. 
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App. figure 39: Neutral tones. Red print 1 compared to Red proof. 

 
App. figure 40: Neutral tones. Red print 2 compared to Red proof. 
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App. figure 41: Tone reproduction. Red print 1 compared to Red proof. 

 
App. figure 42: Tone reproduction. Red print 2 compared to Red proof. 
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App. figure 43: Chroma ratio. Red print 1 compared to Red proof. 

 
App. figure 44: Chroma ratio. Red print 2 compared to Red proof. 
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App. figure 45: Chroma of CMY-gradations. Red print 1 compared to Red proof. 

 
App. figure 46: Chroma of CMY-gradations. Red print 2 compared to Red proof. 
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App. figure 47: Lightness-chroma for CMYK-gradations. Red print 1 compared to Red proof. 

 
App. figure 48: Lightness-chroma for CMYK-gradations. Red print 2 compared to Red proof. 
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8.2. COMPARISON OF PROOFING SYSTEMS 
The values used as reference, obtained from the ICC-profile of the press is referred to as 
SGR_LWC and was extracted from the profile file SGR_LWC_030414.icc 
  
Reference: SGR_LWC_030414.txt 
Proof 1: PictroLWC.txt 
Proof 2: EpsonLWC.txt 
Proof 3: CanonLWCv1.txt 
 

 
App. figure 49: 3D-gamut. PictroProof compared to SGR_LWC. 
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App. figure 50: 3D-gamut. Epson compared to SGR_LWC. 

 
App. figure 51: 3D-gamut. Canon compared to SGR_LWC. 
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App. figure 52: a*b*-slice for L=35. PictroProof compared to SGR_LWC. 

 
App. figure 53: a*b*-slice for L=35. Epson compared to SGR_LWC. 
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App. figure 54: a*b*-slice for L=35. Canon compared to SGR_LWC. 

 
App. figure 55: a*b*-slice for L=50. PictroProof compared to SGR_LWC. 
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App. figure 56: a*b*-slice for L=50. Epson compared to SGR_LWC. 

 
App. figure 57: a*b*-slice for L=50. Canon compared to SGR_LWC. 
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App. figure 58: a*b*-slice for L=65. PictroProof compared to SGR_LWC. 

 
App. figure 59: a*b*-slice for L=65. Epson compared to SGR_LWC. 
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App. figure 60: a*b*-slice for L=65. Canon compared to SGR_LWC. 

 
App. figure 61: a*b*-plot. PictroProof compared to SGR_LWC. 
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App. figure 62: a*b*-plot. Epson compared to SGR_LWC. 

 
App. figure 63: a*b*-plot. Canon compared to SGR_LWC. 
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App. figure 64: ∆E-chroma and ∆E for C, M, Y, K, R, G and B. PictroProof compared to SGR_LWC. 

 
App. figure 65: ∆E-chroma and ∆E for C, M, Y, K, R, G and B. Epson compared to SGR_LWC. 
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App. figure 66: ∆E-chroma and ∆E for C, M, Y, K, R, G and B. Canon compared to SGR_LWC. 

 
App. figure 67: CRF-curve. PictroProof, Epson and Canon compared to SGR_LWC. 
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App. figure 68: Neutral tones. PictroProof compared to SGR_LWC. 

 
App. figure 69: Neutral tones. Epson compared to SGR_LWC. 
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App. figure 70: Neutral tones. Canon compared to SGR_LWC. 

 
App. figure 71: Tone reproduction. PictroProof compared to SGR_LWC. 
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App. figure 72: Tone reproduction. Epson compared to SGR_LWC. 

 
App. figure 73: Tone reproduction. Canon compared to SGR_LWC. 
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App. figure 74: Chroma ratio. PictroProof compared to SGR_LWC. 

 
App. figure 75: Chroma ratio. Epson compared to SGR_LWC. 
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App. figure 76: Chroma ratio. Canon compared to SGR_LWC. 

 
App. figure 77: Chroma of CMY-gradations. PictroProof compared to SGR_LWC. 
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App. figure 78: Chroma of CMY-gradations. Epson compared to Proof 3. 

 
App. figure 79: Chroma of CMY-gradations. Canon compared to Proof 3. 
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App. figure 80: Lightness-chroma for CMYK-gradations. PictroProof compared to Proof 3. 

 
App. figure 81: Lightness-chroma for CMYK-gradations. Epson compared to Proof 3. 
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App. figure 82: Lightness-chroma for CMYK-gradations. Canon compared to Proof 3. 
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8.3. EVALUATION OF THE SMALL CHART 
PICTROPROOF COMPARED TO SGR_LWC 
Reference-SGR_LWC_030414.txt 
Proof-pictroLWC.txt 

CRF 

 
App. figure 83: PictroProof compared to SGR_LWC. Large chart 

 
App. figure 84: PictroProof compared to SGR_LWC. Small chart. 
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NEUTRALS 

 
App. figure 85: PictroProof compared to SGR_LWC. Large chart. 

 
App. figure 86: PictroProof compared to SGR_LWC. Small chart. 
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TONE REPRODUCTION 

 
App. figure 87: PictroProof compared to SGR_LWC. Large chart. 

 
App. figure 88: PictroProof compared to SGR_LWC. Small chart. 
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CHROMA RATIO 

 
App. figure 89: PictroProof compared to SGR_LWC. Large chart. 

 
App. figure 90: PictroProof compared to SGR_LWC. Small chart. 
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GRADATION 

 
App. figure 91: PictroProof compared to SGR_LWC. Large chart. 

 
App. figure 92: PictroProof compared to SGR_LWC. Small chart. 
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App. figure 93: PictroProof compared to SGR_LWC. Large chart. 

 
App. figure 94: PictroProof compared to SGR_LWC. Small chart. 
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EPSON COMPARED TO SGR_LWC 
Reference-SGR_LWC_030414.txt 
Proof-EpsonLWC.txt 

CRF 

 
App. figure 95: Epson compared to SGR_LWC. Large chart. 

 
App. figure 96: Epson compared to SGR_LWC. Small chart. 
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NEUTRALS 

 
App. figure 97: Epson compared to SGR_LWC. Large chart. 

 
App. figure 98: Epson compared to SGR_LWC. Small chart. 
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TONE REPRODUCTION 

 
App. figure 99: Epson compared to SGR_LWC. Large chart. 

 
App. figure 100: Epson compared to SGR_LWC. Small chart. 
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CHROMA RATIO 

 
App. figure 101: Epson compared to SGR_LWC. Large chart. 

 
App. figure 102: Epson compared to SGR_LWC. Small chart. 
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GRADATION 

 
App. figure 103: Epson compared to SGR_LWC. Large chart. 

 
App. figure 104: Epson compared to SGR_LWC. Small chart. 
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App. figure 105: Epson compared to SGR_LWC. Large chart. 

 
App. figure 106: Epson compared to SGR_LWC. Small chart. 
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CANON COMPARED SGR_LWC 
Reference-SGR_LWC_030414.txt 
Proof-CanonLWC.txt 

CRF 

 
App. figure 107: Canon compared to SGR_LWC. Large chart. 

 
App. figure 108: Canon compared to SGR_LWC. Small chart. 
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NEUTRALS 

 
App. figure 109: Canon compared to SGR_LWC. Large chart. 

 
App. figure 110: Canon compared to SGR_LWC. Small chart. 
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TONE REPRODUCTION 

 
App. figure 111: Canon compared to SGR_LWC. Large chart. 

 
App. figure 112: Canon compared to SGR_LWC. Small chart. 
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CHROMA RATIO 

 
App. figure 113: Canon compared to SGR_LWC. Large chart. 

 
App. figure 114: Canon compared to SGR_LWC. Small chart. 
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GRADATION 

 
App. figure 115: Canon compared to SGR_LWC. Large chart. 

 
App. figure 116: Canon compared to SGR_LWC. Small chart. 
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App. figure 117: Canon compared to SGR_LWC. Large chart. 

 
App. figure 118: Canon compared to SGR_LWC. Small chart. 
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8.4. TOLERANCE LEVELS 
 
Reference-SGR_LWC_030414.txt 
Proof- verPrintGraphocote.txt (measurements from a verification print sheet.) 
 
PRIMARY AND SECONDARY COLOURS 

 
App. figure 119: 3D-gamut. verPrintGraphocote compared to SGR_LWC. 

 
App. figure 120: a*b*-slice for L=35. verPrintGraphocote compared to SGR_LWC. 
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App. figure 121: a*b*-slice for L=50. verPrintGraphocote compared to SGR_LWC. 

 
App. figure 122: a*b*-slice for L=65. verPrintGraphocote compared to SGR_LWC. 
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App. figure 123: a*b*-plot. verPrintGraphocote compared to SGR_LWC. 

 
App. figure 124: ∆E-chroma and ∆E for C, M, Y, K, R, G and B. verPrintGraphocote compared to 
SGR_LWC. 
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App. figure 125: CRF-curve. verPrintGraphocote compared to SGR_LWC. 

 
App. figure 126: Neutral tones. verPrintGraphocote compared to SGR_LWC. 
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App. figure 127: Tone reproduction. verPrintGraphocote compared to SGR_LWC. 

 
App. figure 128: Chroma ratio. verPrintGraphocote compared to SGR_LWC. 
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App. figure 129: Chroma of CMY-gradations. verPrintGraphocote compared to SGR_LWC. 

 
App. figure 130: Lightness-chroma for CMYK-gradations verPrintGraphocote compared to SGR_LWC. 
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8.5. USER MANUAL 
USER MANUAL TO THE ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
The analysis program is simple to use but since it does not produce any useful error messages it is 
important to use it correctly from the start. Note that the types of file structures that are accepted 
are presented in appendix 8.6. If other file types are used, the program will not perform correctly. 

The following part of this manual will be a step-by-step guide to perform an analysis. The 
user is assumed to have some computer experience and knowledge about the most basic tasks 
such as opening files using a file dialog window. 
 

 
App. figure 131: GUI of the analysis 
tool 

 
1. Select the file containing reference data by clicking 

on the upper most select button (1).  
2. Select the file containing proof measurement data by 

clicking on the lower select button (2).  
3. Type the Lightness values where the gamut slices 

should be located, in the lower text field (3),. At least 
one value must be entered. If some of the values are 
outside the gamut the program will not work 
correctly. Recommended values range between 25 
and 70. 

4. Tick the appropriate radio button (4) depending on 
how many patches the proof data consists of. 

5. Click OK (5) to perform the analysis. It is normal if it 
takes a little while before the first plots appear. 

1 

2 

3

5
4
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8.6. FILE STRUCTURES 
FILE STRUCTURES ACCEPTED BY THE ANALYSIS TOOL 
The analysis program can read two different types of measurement text files. It detects 
automatically which type of file that is submitted and adjusts the calculations accordingly. The 
two types were chosen since they are the ones that were encountered during the course of the 
project. It is possible that other formats needs to be read and in that case additional 
programming is needed. 

The interesting part of the file starts with “BEGIN_DATA” and ends with “END_DATA”. The 
program detects those tags and reads what is in between, hence it does not matter what the rest 
of the file contains as long as it is not the particular tags ”BEGIN_DATA” and “END_DATA”. It is also 
important that the begin and end tags only occurs once each. 
 
The first readable file-version is produced when the large chart is read using the SpectroScan. 
The chart is read in the order presented in the figure below. The measurement contains 208 sets, 
this is due to the gradation field in the lower left corner that also will be regarded as colour 
patches. The program removes this data and leaves only the 182 patches of interest. 
 

 
App. figure 132: Read order when measuring the large chart. 

 
MEASUREMENT FILE - LARGE CHART  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
LGOROWLENGTH 08 
CREATED             "10/9/2003"  # Time: 09:29 
INSTRUMENTATION     "SpectroScan" 
MEASUREMENT_SOURCE     "Illumination=D50 ObserverAngle=2¡ WhiteBase=Abs Filter=No" 
KEYWORD             "SampleID" 
KEYWORD             "SampleName" 
BEGIN_DATA_FORMAT 
SampleID SampleName XYZ_X XYZ_Y XYZ_Z Lab_L Lab_a Lab_b  
END_DATA_FORMAT 
NUMBER_OF_SETS 208 
BEGIN_DATA 
1 A1 18.76 26.34 45.43 58.36 -30.78 -35.73 
2 A2 37.23 44.82 28.76 72.77 -18.56 12.29 
3 A3 20.81 28.39 48.09 60.24 -28.68 -35.62 
4 A4 32.11 17.25 16.04 48.57 68.27 -4.54 
5 A5 62.21 65.27 8.12 84.62 -1.67 81.13 
6 A6 6.54 6.33 5.59 30.22 4.64 -1.86 
7 A7 79.56 81.30 66.31 92.26 2.30 0.70 
8 A8 79.39 81.11 65.70 92.18 2.35 1.12 
9 B1 29.14 14.73 13.99 45.26 71.49 -5.08 
10 B2 47.86 46.94 48.35 74.15 7.31 -11.94 
11 B3 22.95 30.54 48.88 62.12 -26.85 -33.30 
12 B4 33.06 18.83 17.17 50.49 63.37 -3.90 
13 B5 64.32 67.41 12.63 85.71 -1.53 68.37 
14 B6 10.10 10.10 8.91 38.02 2.83 -2.12 
15 B7 71.68 72.83 60.72 88.37 3.10 -0.64 
16 B8 71.65 72.80 60.82 88.35 3.10 -0.77 
17 C1 62.16 65.17 5.67 84.57 -1.56 91.49 
18 C2 57.84 62.84 45.56 83.36 -6.58 7.22 
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19 C3 25.83 33.07 49.80 64.21 -23.41 -30.74 
. . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . .  
 
204 2B4 3.44 3.52 2.80 22.00 0.80 0.76 
205 2B5 22.35 22.66 20.31 54.73 2.28 -3.42 
206 2B6 52.01 53.48 46.56 78.16 1.16 -2.94 
207 2B7 5.94 10.62 3.74 38.94 -39.32 23.42 
208 2B8 8.81 7.29 4.36 32.47 16.28 8.48 
END_DATA 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
The second measurement file contains an entire IT8.7/3. The program automatically selects the 
patches that make up the S7 and S8 basic charts. Since the only device independent format 
available in this file is CIE XYZ the program converts the values to CIE L*a*b*.  Ability to read 
this type of file was needed to be able to extract the measurement data from the ICC-profile 
SGR_LWC_030414.icc. The file below was attained by saving the profile as text. The file 
contains much more information but only the relevant and readable in shown here.  
 
MEASUREMENT FILE – IT8.7/3 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
MEASUREMENT_SOURCE  "Illumination=D50" 
 
NUMBER_OF_FIELDS  8 
BEGIN_DATA_FORMAT 
SAMPLE_ID CMYK_C CMYK_M CMYK_Y CMYK_K XYZ_X XYZ_Y XYZ_Z 
END_DATA_FORMAT 
 
NUMBER_OF_SETS  928 
 
BEGIN_DATA 
1   100.000    0.000    0.000    0.000   16.930   25.450  49.980 
2     0.000  100.000    0.000    0.000   30.790   15.440  12.830 
3     0.000    0.000  100.000    0.000   65.440   68.840   6.640 
4   100.000  100.000    0.000    0.000    4.870    3.090  11.870 
5   100.000    0.000  100.000    0.000    9.050   18.840   5.100 
6     0.000  100.000  100.000    0.000   28.700   14.900   1.950 
7   100.000  100.000  100.000    0.000    3.150    2.720   1.560 
8    70.196   70.196    0.000    0.000   13.700   11.400  21.520 
9    70.196    0.000   70.196    0.000   20.490   30.210  13.790 
10     0.000   70.196   70.196    0.000   36.680   24.890   7.170 
11    40.000   40.000    0.000    0.000   33.170   31.490  37.500 
12     0.000   40.000   40.000    0.000   50.950   43.930  22.450 
13    40.000   40.000   40.000    0.000   29.740   29.140  21.080 
14    40.000    0.000   40.000    0.000   41.150   49.010  30.480 
15    20.000   20.000    0.000    0.000   53.420   53.330  50.220 
16    20.000    0.000   20.000    0.000   59.370   64.840  46.210 
17     0.000   20.000   20.000    0.000   63.880   61.510  40.440 
18   100.000    0.000    0.000  100.000    1.380    1.800   2.400 
.   .   .  . . . . . 
.   .   .  . . . . . 
.   .   .  . . . . . 
    
923    70.196   70.196  100.000   80.000    2.350    2.400   0.990 
924    70.196  100.000  100.000   80.000    2.020    1.660   0.830 
925   100.000    0.000  100.000   80.000    2.210    3.830   1.500 
926   100.000   40.000  100.000   80.000    1.830    2.760   1.250 
927   100.000   70.196  100.000   80.000    1.550    1.910   0.990 
928   100.000  100.000  100.000   80.000    1.330    1.330   0.790 
END_DATA 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 


